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NOTICE
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Installation procedure (overview)

1. Check the delivery to make sure that none of the components is missing.
2. Mount the NAV200 on an automated guided vehicle (AGV) and align the scanning plane parallel to the travelled area.
3. Connect the NAV200 to the PC via the RS 232 data cable.
4. Connect the NAV200 to the 24 V DC power supply using the cable socket supplied.
5. Switch on the supply. The NAV200 initializes and changes to “Standby” mode.
6. Install the CD-ROM-based NAV200 Setup configuration software on the PC (minimum requirement: Windows ME™).
7. Start the NAV200 Setup configuration software.
8. Choose the required language for the user interface.
9. Set up data communication between NAV200 and PC.
10. Configure the NAV200 with the NAV200 Setup configuration software.
    To do this, determine the positions (co-ordinates) of the used reflectors in NAV200 Setup as follows:
    - more exact method: measure the reflector positions manually on site and enter them directly in NAV200 Setup or acquire them as structured data in an ASCII file and read adopt in NAV200 Setup
    - less exact method: measure reflector data using the NAV200 ("Mapping" mode), (automatic transfer to NAV200 Setup)
11. Transfer the reflector data permanently to the NAV200 ("Download" mode).
12. Save the reflector data as a project on the PC.
13. Test the successful detection of the reflector positions entered.
    For this, move the AGV with the NAV200 in one of the defined layers.
    Select the appropriate layer and the “All seen reflectors measured” option in the data entry fields.
15. Check the detected reflectors in the NAV200 Setup display.
16. Change to the next layer etc. with the AGV and repeat steps 14 and 15 each time.
17. Close the NAV200 Setup configuration software.
18. Terminate data communication between NAV200 and PC.
19. Switch off the power supply for NAV200.
20. Disconnect the RS 232 data cable from the PC and connect it to the vehicle computer.
21. Switch on the power supply for NAV200 again.
    The NAV200 initializes and changes to “Standby” mode.

The NAV200 is ready for operation with the application-specific settings.
Information for designing the system
The following sections are recommended for support in designing the NAV200 system:

- Chapter 2 Safety information, Page 11
- Chapter 3 Product description, Page 15
- Chapter 4 Installation, Page 39
- Chapter 5 Electrical installation, Page 41
- Chapter 6.4 NAV200 Setup Configuration Software, Page 50
- Chapter 9 Maintenance, Page 85
- Chapter 10 Technical data, Page 87
- Chapter 11.1 Available accessories, Page 91
1. About this document

1.1 Function of this document

This document provides instructions for technical staff on the installation and operation of NAV200 Laser Positioning System.

The available device versions are shown as summary in Table 3-2, Page 16.

The document includes information for the NAV200 Laser Positioning System on:

- Safety information
- Product features and functions
- Integrating the NAV200 Laser Positioning System in an overall system for vehicle control
- Installation and electrical installation
- Startup and configuration (parameter setting)
- Maintenance and care
- Diagnosis, troubleshooting and replacing the system

Step-by-step instructions are given for all activities.

Important

The NAV200 Laser Positioning System is referred to simply as "NAV200" in the remainder of the document.

1.2 Target groups

The target group of this document is persons assigned the following tasks:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Target group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Installation, electrical installation,</td>
<td>Qualified staff, e.g. service technicians and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maintenance, replacing the device</td>
<td>factory electricians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Startup, configuration, maintenance</td>
<td>Qualified staff, e.g. technicians or engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation system</td>
<td>Specialist technical staff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-1: Target group of the document

1.3 Level of information

This document contains all the information required for the assembly, electrical installation and commissioning of the NAV200 with the factory default settings.

Configuration (parameter setting) of the NAV200 for the application-specific conditions on site (entry of fixed reflector co-ordinates) and operation for the reflector detection test by the NAV200 (positioning operation) can be performed either with the NAV200 Setup configuration software that runs under Windows™ on a PC or, alternatively, from the vehicle computer using software telegrams.

The request for positional data by the vehicle computer in continuous operation is initiated using software telegrams programmed by the user.

The software telegrams available are described in the document NAV200 Telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition).

More detailed information on the NAV200 and on laser measurement technology is available from SICK AG, Auto Ident Division.

1.4 Symbols used

Some of the information in this documentation is specially highlighted to simplify quick access to this information.

**NOTICE**

Notice!
Indicates a potential risk of damage or impair on the functionality of the NAV200.

**WARNING**

Warning notice!
A warning notice indicates real or potential danger. This should protect you against accidents.
The safety symbol next to the warning notice indicates why there is a risk of accident. e.g. due to electricity. The warning levels (CAUTION, WARNING, DANGER) indicate the seriousness of the risk.

➢ Carefully read and follow the warning notices.

*Reference*  Italicics are used to refer to more detailed information.

*Important*  This important note informs you about specific features.

*Explanation*  Explanation provides background information on technical aspects.

*Recommendation*  A recommendation provides advice on how to carry out a task more effectively.

*TIP*  Tips explain setting options in the NAV200 Setup configuration software.

*COMMUNICATION*  This font denotes a term in the user interface of the NAV200 Setup configuration software.

This symbol denotes a section that describes the steps involved in using the NAV200 Setup configuration software.

This symbol refers to supplementary technical documentation.

➢ There is a procedure which needs to be carried out. This symbol indicates operational instructions which only contain one operational step or operational steps in warning notices which do not have to be followed in any particular order.

Operational instructions comprising several steps in a fixed sequence are denoted using consecutive numbers.
2 Safety information

This chapter deals with your safety and operator safety in the operational area.

➢ Read this chapter carefully before using NAV200.

2.1 Authorized personnel

To ensure that the NAV200 operates correctly and safely, it must be installed and operated by sufficiently qualified personnel.

**NOTICE**

Repairs on the NAV200 must only be carried out by trained and authorized SICK AG service personnel.

➢ Supplied the end user with the operating instructions.

➢ Provide the end user with expert tuition and advise him to read the operating instructions.

The following qualifications are required for the different activities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Qualifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Installation, maintenance</td>
<td>- General technical training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Knowledge of the current safety directives at the workplace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical installation,</td>
<td>- Practical electrical training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replacement</td>
<td>- Knowledge of the common current electrical directives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Knowledge related to operation and control of the navigation system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Startup, configuration,</td>
<td>- Basis knowledge of the Windows™ operating system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operation</td>
<td>- Basic knowledge of data transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation of the navigation</td>
<td>- Knowledge of the mechanical and electrical parameters of the navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system</td>
<td>system and the characteristics of the navigation system with regard to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>operation and control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-1: Required qualifications for starting up the NAV200

2.2 Intended use

The NAV200 is an intelligent sensor for the position determination of an automated guided vehicle (AGV) on a programmed route (course) within an industrial indoor area.

The intended use of the NAV200 results from the following description of the function:

- For a clear view the NAV200 is mounted on a suitable position (e.g. highest point) of the automated guided vehicle (AVG) and is connected to the on-board power supply as well as to the vehicle computer.

- The route to be navigate is arranged with fixed, special reflectors using a certain scheme. The positions of the reflectors is taught-in to the NAV200, using a common origin (zero point).

- While driving on the route, the NAV200 scans its environment continuously without any contact using laser beams and measures the positions of recorded reflectors in comparison to the positions of these reflectors previously stored during configuration. The NAV200 uses these to determine its own current position and direction on the course, which is at the same time equivalent to those of the AGV.

- Requested by the vehicle computer the NAV200 transfers the current position data in the form of co-ordinates via the RS 232 data interface.
• The on-board vehicle computer controls the programmed route of the AGV. To do so, the computer obtains information from the odometric system of the vehicle (incremental encoder). Using this information, the computer calculates the current, relative position data. The calculation will contain errors due to inaccuracies and would increasingly deviate from the real situation the further the vehicle drives. On the basis of absolute NAV200 position data, the vehicle computer can minimise an error resulting from the odometric system and keep the AGV on the programmed route (course).

• The NAV200 is configured with the NAV200 Setup configuration software or directly via the vehicle computer using software telegrams.

• All length values in this document are given in the metric system (m and mm), and additionally in inch. The NAV200 and the NAV200 Setup configuration software only operate with the metric system.

**Important**

Any warranty claims against SICK AG shall be deemed invalid in the case of modifications to the NAV200, such as opening the housing, including modifications made during installation and electrical installation or changes to the SICK software.

- Only operate the NAV200 indoors in the authorised ambient temperature range (see [Chapter 10 Technical data, Page 87](#)).

### 2.3 General safety information and protective measures

- Read the general safety information thoroughly and observe it during all activities involving the NAV200. Also observe the warnings given before the instructions in the individual sections.

#### 2.3.1 Intended use

**WARNING**

The NAV200 Laser Positioning System is not a personal protection device in terms of respectively valid safety standards for machines!

- Only use the NAV200 Laser Positioning System for determining the position of an automated guided vehicle.

#### 2.3.2 RF interference

**NOTICE**

RF interferences in case of use in residential areas!

- The NAV200 Laser Positioning System is exclusively intended for use in industrial areas.

#### 2.3.3 Electrical installation work

**DANGER**

Risk of injury by electrical current!

The NAV200 operates with a 24 V DC power supply. High voltage is produced in the device when it is operating.
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Safety information

- Do not open the housing.
- Observe the usual safety precautions when working on electrical systems.

Important
- Electrical installation should only be carried out by qualified staff.
- Connect or disconnect current linkages only under de-energised conditions.
- Wire cross sections and their correct protection have to be selected and implemented according to valid engineering standards.
- Always observe the current safety directives at the workplace.

2.3.4 Laser radiation

CAUTION

LED radiation!
The NAV200 uses a Class 1 laser.

The laser outlet aperture is a 10 mm (0.39 in) diameter circular area in the centre of window area of the rotating scanner head.
The invisible infra-red radiation emitted is safe to eyes.

Caution — use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than those specified herein may result in hazardous radiation exposure for the user.

- Do not open the housing (opening does not stop the laser switching on)
- Use for other than the intended purpose can lead to the laser class being exceeded.
- Observe the latest version of the laser protection regulations.

Laser power

The laser operates with a wavelength of $\lambda = 855$ nm (infrared radiation).
The emitted beam poses no risk to a person's eyes or skin. The laser beam is invisible to the human eye. The product is classified as Laser Class 1 in accordance with EN/IEC 60825-1 and 21 CFR 1040.

Important

No maintenance is required to ensure that the Class 1 laser classification is maintained.

Laser warning label

The laser warning label (Fig. 2-2, Page 14) on the NAV200 is located within the rating plate, above the electrical connections.
2.4 Quick Stop and Quick Start

2.4.1 Switching the NAV200 off

- Switch off the 24 V DC supply for the NAV200.

The NAV200 retains the last configuration stored in the nonvolatile reflector memory. The most recent measurement data determined using Mapping and stored in the working memory of the NAV200 is lost.

2.4.2 Switching the NAV200 on again

- Switch on the 24 V DC supply for the NAV200.
  
The NAV200 starts up in "Standby" mode.
  
The configuration held in the nonvolatile reflector memory is activated after a change to either "Mapping" or "Positioning operation" (position measurement) mode.

2.5 Environmental aspects

The NAV200 is constructed in such a way that it causes the least possible damage to the environment.

2.5.1 Energy consumption

The maximum power consumption of the NAV200 is 24 W.

2.5.2 Disposal after final removal from service

SICK AG does not currently take back devices that have become unusable or irreparable.

- Always dispose of unusable or irreparable equipment in an environmentally-responsible manner, in accordance with the national waste disposal regulations applicable in the particular country involved.

The design of the NAV200 enables its separation into recyclable secondary raw materials and special waste (electronic waste).
3 Product description

This chapter describes the design, the features and the functions of the NAV200.

Recommendation

➢ For installation, electrical installation and startup assistance as well as for the application-specific configuration of the NAV200 using the NAV200 Setup configuration software, please read this chapter prior to carrying out any of the tasks.

3.1 Design of the system

3.1.1 Scope of delivery (without data cable)

Delivery of the NAV200 includes the following components:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Piece(s)</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NAV200-1132</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8-pin cable socket for power supply (part no. 6024722)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Screw kit (part no. 2026277) for fixing the NAV200</td>
<td>4 x hexagon socket (Allen) screws M4 x 10 mm (0.39 in) - A2, 4 x washers 4.3 - A2, 4 x spring lock washers B4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Notes on Device (information sheet) with electrical diagram</td>
<td>Included in the device packaging of the NAV200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CD-ROM &quot;Manuals &amp; Software NAV200&quot;</td>
<td>Included in the device packaging of the NAV200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-1: NAV200 scope of delivery

Not included in the NAV200 scope of delivery:

• RS 232 data cable
Product description

The component is available in several lengths and must be ordered separately.

Contents of the CD-ROM (part no. 2040168)

- NAV200 Setup: Configuration software for Windows™ PCs
- NAV200 operating instructions: PDF version in German and English
- NAV200 telegram listing: PDF version in German and English
- Adobe™ Reader™: Freely-available PC software for reading PDF files

Important  The latest versions of all the current publications (PDF format) can also be downloaded from the respective product page on the SICK Website www.sick.com. The software is directly available under the link www.sick.com/downloads-autoident.

Chapter 11.1 Available accessories, Page 91 also gives an overview of the accessories available, e.g. the required RS 232 data cable.

3.1.2 Device versions

The NAV200 is available in the following version:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Part no.</th>
<th>Scanning frequency</th>
<th>Scanning angle</th>
<th>Angle resolution</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Data interface</th>
<th>Enclosure rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAV200-1132</td>
<td>1023666</td>
<td>8 Hz</td>
<td>360°</td>
<td>0.1°</td>
<td>1.2 to 28.5 m</td>
<td>(3.94 ft to 93.5 ft)</td>
<td>RS 232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-2: Variants of the NAV200
3.1.3 View of the device

**Legend:**
1. Scanner head, rotating
2. Light outlet/inlet aperture
3. Status indicator (LEDs 4 x)
4. RS 232 data cable (see *Table 11-3, Page 91*)
5. 9-pin D-Sub socket for Host/PC connection
6. 14-pin cable socket for connection to NAV200
7. "RS 232 data interface" connection (14-pin chassis-mount plug)
8. "Power Supply 24 V DC" connection (8-pin chassis-mount plug)
9. Fuse (3.15 A slow-blow)
10. Functional earth terminal
11. Tapped holes in baseplate (4 x) (not visible here)
12. Laser warning label
13. 8-pin cable socket

Fig. 3-2: Arrangement of the NAV200
3.1.4 System requirements

As part of a navigation system, the NAV200 is controlled by a supervisory unit — the vehicle computer. Application-specific software that enables communication between vehicle computer and NAV200 is required for this task.

The user can write suitable software for his application on the basis of the software telegrams described in the NAV200 telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition).

Other requirements are:
- Sub-division of the area to be travelled into separate layers
- Mounting of fixed reflectors in these layers
- Accurate measurement of the reflector positions (co-ordinates) from a common origin (zero point) of the area
- Transfer of this layer-related reflector data to the NAV200

SICK offers the Diamond Grade 983-10 reflective film as an accessory for constructing suitable reflectors, see Chapter 11.1 Available accessories, Page 91.

The sub-division and equipping of layers with reflectors is described in Chapter 3.3 Operating conditions, Page 21.

Other requirements for commissioning and operating a NAV200 are:

Mounting:
- Flat mounting surface (support, not included in the scope of delivery) for mounting the NAV200 on an automated guided vehicle (AGV). The NAV200 is mounted parallel to the area travelled.

Electrical connection
- Bringing the power supply (24 V DC ± 25 %) into the 8-pin cable socket (included in the scope of delivery).
- A supervisory vehicle computer (host) with an RS 232 data interface for processing the measurement data.

Commissioning/Configuration
- RS 232 data cable part no. 6024723 (5 m (16.4 ft)), part no. 2030334 (6.5 m (21.3 ft)) or part no. 2043664 (10 m (32.8 ft)).
3.1.5 Product features and functions (overview)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powerful NAV200</td>
<td>• Use on courses with a maximum of 320 layers (two layer banks, Bank 0 and Bank 1) and a maximum of 32 reflectors per layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Detection of reflector marks in a 360° scanning angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Range 1.2 m to 28.5 m (3.94 ft to 93.5 ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Position measurement accuracy ±4 mm to ±25 mm (±0.16 in to ±0.97 in) (depending on mean distance to reflector)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Angular accuracy ±0.1°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mounting position with optical axis parallel to the area travelled, overhead mounting also possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety and convenience for the user</td>
<td>• Robust, compact metal housing (max. IP 65), CE mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Laser Class 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Future-proof through firmware update via serial data interface (Flash PROM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Diagnosis tools for system setup an system (remote) monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Future-proof NAV200 Setup configuration software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Low power consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Maintenance-free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenient configuration</td>
<td>• Convenient NAV200 Setup configuration software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Command interface with software telegrams for measurement, modification and storage of reflector co-ordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Four status-display LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating modes</td>
<td>• Standby (manual entry of the reflector positions in the NAV200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mapping (automatic measurement of the reflector positions by the NAV200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Positioning operation (continuous position measurement by the NAV200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Upload (reading the reflector positions stored in the NAV200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Download (transferring new reflector positions to the NAV200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reflector co-ordinates (reflector measurement) in the local co-ordinate system of the NAV200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data communication</td>
<td>• RS 232 serial data interface to the vehicle computer (host) or to the PC for configuring the NAV200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical interfaces</td>
<td>• Power supply (24 V DC ± 25 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• RS 232 data interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of connection (design)</td>
<td>• RS 232 data interface: 14-pin chassis-mount plug on device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Power supply (&quot;Power Supply 24 V DC&quot; connection): 8-pin chassis-mount plug on device</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-3: Overview of the NAV200’s product features and functions

3.1.6 Applications

Typical applications for the NAV200 are:

• Shuttle systems
• Self-propelled stackers
• Free navigating forklifters
• Automated guided transport systems generally
3.2 How the NAV200 works

When mounted on an automated guided vehicle (AGV), the NAV200 continuously measures its own current position as the AGV moves on the route. When requested, it transfers the positional data to the vehicle computer of the AGV. The vehicle computer steers the AGV along the programmed and hence preset route and — using the NAV200 — corrects any course deviations that occur. On each request, the vehicle computer informs the NAV200 of the current speed of the AGV on the course.

The NAV200 calculates its own position and orientation on the basis of fixed reflectors positioned in the environment, whose co-ordinates it detects — two-dimensionally — in a 360° scanning angle using a laser beam invisible to the human eye (Fig. 3-3). One revolution of the scanner head here is equivalent to a scan and each revolution generates one reading per detected reflector.

The co-ordinates of the reflectors used are stored in the nonvolatile reflector memory of the NAV200 as a reference datum. With a change to "Mapping" or "Positioning operation" (position measurement) modes, the NAV200 loads the reflector data from its reflector memory into the internal working memory.

Reflector data stored in the NAV200 is assigned in groups to so-called layers. Each layer represents a permanently defined area in the overall course that the AGV travels over. By changing over to the associated layer, the NAV200 always only uses the reflectors that belong to the area it is currently travelling in with the comparison measurement for the detection. The changeover is made by the vehicle computer, dependent on the vehicle location.

Three detected reflectors in a layer are sufficient for position measurement. For position measurement, the NAV200 measures the distances to and angles of the reflectors and works out its own position from this data.

Fig. 3-3: Position measurement of the NAV200 by detection of reflector arrangements
3.3 Operating conditions

3.3.1 Installation requirements

The mounting position of the NAV200 should be chosen such that the scanning plane formed by the rotating optical axis runs parallel to the area travelled. The scanner head can be positioned above or below (overhead mounting) the scanner housing here. A clear view over the entire 360° scanning width must be ensured from the mounting position of the NAV200. With overhead mounting, the mounting bracket should be selected so that the restriction of vision occurs in or against the direction of travel. This will ensure an adequate view of the reflectors along the route.

The reference point (co-ordinates origin) on the NAV200 lies on the central axis of the scanner head. In an ideal case, the central axis of the scanner head would lie in the navigational point of the vehicle. If the mounting position of the NAV200 in the longitudinal axis of the vehicle is offset either in front of or behind the turning point, this deviation must be taken account of mathematically in the programming of the vehicle computer.

**Important** With the normal installation (scanner head at the top), the scanner head rotates clockwise when viewed from above. With overhead mounting, on the other hand, the rotation is counter-clockwise. This must be taken into account and adapted if necessary for the display of the measurement results in the NAV200 Setup configuration software (see also Fig. 6-9, Page 58).

The functional earth of the NAV200 must be electrically connected to the chassis of the AGV as part of the electrical installation, see Chapter 5.2.3 Screening concept, Page 41.

3.3.2 Designing reflector arrangements

Reflector arrangements should be designed so that the NAV200 has a clear view of at least 3 reflectors from any position. A clear view of 4 to 5 reflectors is recommended to also ensure reliable positioning when several AGVs are operating. As equal a number of reflectors as possible should be fitted on both sides of the route here. An asymmetrical arrangement of the reflectors is required for an unambiguous assignment of the reflector position measurements to the reflector arrangement of the layer, see Chapter 3.3.6 Reflector arrangements within a layer, Page 26.

At positions where high positioning accuracy is required, like docking stations or curved areas, for example, the NAV200 requires 4 or more reflectors within a distance of the restricted radius of action to be defined here. In addition, the angular difference between 2 reflectors measured by the NAV200 must not be more than 120°.

At positions where the NAV200 is brought on to the route, at least 4 to 6 reflectors must fall within the range of the NAV200. In addition, the angular difference between 2 reflectors measured by the NAV200 must not be more than 120°.

With flat reflectors, the detection angle of the reflector must be considered, see Chapter 3.3.4 Reflectors, Page 22.

3.3.3 Sector muting

In some of the applications individual segment angles (sectors) are to be faded out in the 360° scanning range of the NAV200.

For example, when a lifted raised load partially conceals individual reflectors from the NAV200 so that it is not possible to exactly determine the centre of the reflectors. This may then impair the accuracy of positions determined.
The NAV200 Laser Positioning System does not use any measurements on reflectors which are fully or partially located in the "muted sectors" for determining position.

Muted sectors are set in the "positioning" mode (determining position). The sectors are then activated for the following position request. This setting cannot be stored.

**Important**  
The reflector layout is to be designed so that at least three reflectors are always visible in the active sectors for the NAV200.

If this is not the case, the NAV200 will determine the position with all the visible reflectors (similar to command PO operation radii of the NAV200) and will display G = –2 in the following response to a request for a position.

The borders of the muted sectors are shown mathematically positive as angles in bdeg. Up to 4 sectors are possible. The sectors may not overlap and the start angle must be defined in a rising sequence beginning with a value which is \( \geq 0 \). A sector which contains 0° must be defined as the final sector (Fig. 3-4).

![Fig. 3-4: Example of the definition of muted sectors](image)

See the NAV200 telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition), Chapter 4.4.16 Command PS: Sector muting.

### 3.3.4 Reflectors

The NAV200 assigns the readings acquired from its environment to the stored reflector positions. To do this, it must distinguish between the reflectors and other reflective objects. For this, the NAV200 checks the readings against characteristic values that are stored in its memory. These characteristic values apply for Diamond Grade 983-10 reflective film (part no. 5320565), available as an accessory at SICK AG.

**Important**  
Other brands of reflective film may not be correctly detected by the NAV200.

**Styles**  
The reflector marks can be in the form of reflector strips (reflector bars) or cylindrical reflectors. Reflector strips have a limited detection angle and are especially suitable for wide-area applications. Cylindrical reflectors can be detected from any angle and are especially suitable for use in narrow aisles.

**Important**  
Only one type of reflector must be used within a layer.
Reflector height

The overall height and vertical position of the reflectors should be selected so that the measurement beam hits the reflectors, even with uneven floors. The maximum range of the NAV200 is 28.5 m (93.5 ft). The minimum height of the reflectors can be derived from this, depending on the nature of the floor and the resulting measuring distance. The measurement beam of the NAV200 diverges by 16 mm (0.63 in) per metre of measuring distance. Appropriate consideration must be given to possible tilting of the AGV due to uneven floors. Common reflector overall heights are between 500 mm (19.7 in) and 750 mm (29.6 in).

Reflector width and reflector diameter

The minimum width of flat reflectors is 100 mm (3.88 in). The width of flat reflectors can vary within a layer, provided that the minimum width is maintained. There is no restriction on the vertical width of the reflector.

The minimum diameter of cylindrical reflectors depends on the measuring distance. For distances up to 15 m (49.2 ft), the minimum diameter is 80 mm (3.11 in). For distances above 15 m (49.2 ft) the minimum diameter is 100 mm (3.88 in). The diameter of cylindrical reflectors must be constant within a layer. Within a layer flat and round reflectors may not be used simultaneously.

Detection angle with flat reflectors

In order to detect a reflector, the measurement beam emitted by the scanner head of the NAV200 must be reflected back to the scanner head. When the measurement beam hits the reflector at right angles (detection angle = 0°), a flat reflector acts like a mirror. But the special Diamond Grade 983-10 reflective film also reflects the measurement beam back to the scanner head when it hits the film at different detection angles. The detection angle is not dependent on the measuring distance. Fig. 3-5 shows the detection angle of flat reflectors with optimal alignment of the reflective film to the measurement beam. The reflective characteristic of the reflective film Diamond Grade 983-10 is independent from the orientation.

![Detection angle with flat reflectors](image)

Fig. 3-5: Detection angle with 100 mm (3.88 in) wide reflector strips made of Diamond Grade 983-10 reflective film (0° = vertical striking of the measurement beam)
Reference points of the reflectors

In order to determine the co-ordinates of a reflector unambiguously with the NAV200, the reflector area must be reduced to a reference point.

- With reflector strips, the reference point is located at the point of intersection of the vertical centre line with the scanning plane; this is normally halfway up the reflector.
- With cylindrical reflectors, the reference point is located at the point of intersection of the vertical central axis of the cylinder with the scanning plane; this is normally halfway up the reflector.

3.3.5 Designing layers

In order to make position measurement more manageable, even in larger industrial plants, the entire course over which the AGV is to be used is sub-divided into separate layers. So a layer represents a permanently defined area on the course of the AGV. The memory of the NAV200 can record a maximum of 320 different layers, divided into 2 Layer Banks (Bank 0 and Bank 1). A minimum of 3 and a maximum of 32 fixed reflectors are fitted within a layer.

Absolute and local co-ordinate system of the layer

When designing the reflector positions, a common co-ordinate system for all layers is defined on a site plan (Fig. 3-7, Page 25). This absolute co-ordinate system corresponds to the co-ordinate system of the industrial plant. The zero point and axes of the absolute co-ordinate system are determined in this way. In this co-ordinate system, the NAV200 determines its current absolute position in the X and Y direction including the angular position $\alpha$ of its local co-ordinate system relative to the absolute co-ordinate system. Angular position here is taken as the angle that the x-axis of the sensor makes to the x-axis of the absolute co-ordinate system. Angles measured counter-clockwise are mathematically positive.
X, Y = absolute co-ordinate system of the plant
x, y = local co-ordinate system of the NAV200
α = direction of the NAV200 in the absolute coordinate system
v = velocity vector

The co-ordinates origin of the NAV200 lies on the central axis of the scanner head.

Definition of layers
All the reflectors needed for operation of the automated guided vehicle are distributed over the layers.

Recommendation
All layers have a common, absolute co-ordinate system and hence a common zero point. Physically separate areas should be implemented in different layers. A layer should be set up so that the NAV200 can detect as many reflectors of this layer as possible, but as few as possible from other layers. Ideally, the transition points between layers should be selected so that they lie on straight areas of the route.
The required changeover of the NAV200 from the stored reflector data of one layer to the data of the adjoining layer should take place in the middle of a route section roughly 1 m (3.28 ft) long.

The same reflector can be assigned to different layers. So layers can overlap, and this is actually recommended for a smooth transition of the AGV between two layers. Exceptions to this recommendation are transitions between layers with cylindrical reflectors and layers with flat reflectors, and transitions between layers with different radius cylindrical reflectors. Common reflectors must be avoided in such cases.

### 3.3.6 Reflector arrangements within a layer

The NAV200 identifies a reflector arrangement by assigning the stored reflector co-ordinates to the individual reflector measurements. The NAV200 needs a recognizable, i.e. an asymmetrical pattern, so that it can identify a reflector arrangement unambiguously. In such an asymmetrical pattern, all the distances from the reflectors to one another differ by at least 500 mm (19.7 in).

*Fig. 3-9* and *Fig. 3-10* show two examples of a correct and an incorrect reflector arrangement:

**Fig. 3-9:** Correct, asymmetrical arrangement of reflectors in the layer

**Fig. 3-10:** Incorrect, symmetrical arrangement of reflectors in the layer
### 3.4 Measurement accuracy

The measured reflector positions in the layer depend on the required accuracy of the position measurement. Positions in a restricted radius of action of the NAV200 are measured more precisely and improve the positioning accuracy (see Chapter 10 Technical data, Page 87).

**Recommendation**

At docking stations (e.g. pallet transfer points) and on curved routes, fit reflectors within the defined, restricted radius of action of the NAV200 or for the route.

If distant reflectors are detected and measured at the same time as close-up reflectors, we recommend that the distant reflectors are excluded. There are two ways of doing this:

- Sending the software telegram "N closest" from the vehicle computer to the NAV200. With this software telegram, the vehicle computer informs the NAV200 how many (N) of the nearest reflectors are to be used for the measurement (e.g. 4). The advantage of this is that, in this case, the system only includes the near reflectors in the position measurement, and the overall result is not corrupted by more distant reflectors.

- Reducing the radius of action of the NAV200 by means of a vehicle computer software telegram (radii of action).

  While doing so, it must be ensured that at least 3 reflectors are visible within the restricted radius of action from every position of the NAV200. If, for example, only 2 reflectors are visible, the NAV200 automatically changes over to the full 28.5 m (93.5 ft) radius of action.

This relationship is explained by way of example in Fig. 3-11 and Fig. 3-12, Page 28. If the "N closest" function is used with the parameter "5" or the "Radius of action" function is used with the parameters "MINIMUM RADIUS = 500 mm" and "MAXIMUM RADIUS = 8500 mm", the NAV200 detects 5 reflectors in the defined, restricted radius of action (radius less than 8.50 m (27.9 ft)), which results in a higher positioning accuracy.

![Fig. 3-11: Example: low positioning accuracy without the "N closest" function and without the "Radii of action" function](image-url)
**Product description**

**Recommendation**

- In principle, since not all reflectors are detected during travel or are partially obscured, more than 3 reflectors per layer should be used. We recommend a total of 5 to 15 reflectors. The route of the vehicle should be walked along to check that at least 3 reflectors can always be detected at the same time.

- Fit the same number of reflectors at each side of the route wherever possible. If the reflectors as seen from the NAV200 are all positioned on one side, the positioning accuracy can be reduced due to adverse geometry.

- If possible, at positions where very high accuracy is required and in curved areas, there should be 4 or more reflectors within the restricted radius of action of the NAV200. In addition, the angle between 2 reflectors must not be more than $120^\circ$.

- At positions where the NAV200 is brought on to the route, at least 4 to 6 reflectors must fall within the range of the NAV200. In addition, the angle between 2 reflectors must not be more than $120^\circ$.

The above recommendations cannot always be implemented in practice. Consequently, the reflector positions must be designed as closely in line with these recommendations as possible.
3.4.1 How the NAV200 deals with sources of error

**Partially obscured reflectors**

To determine a measured reflector position, the NAV200 works out the position of the middle of the reflector based on the visible reflector width. Consequently, the full width of the reflectors must be visible from the NAV200. Partial obscuration of reflectors corrupts the determination of middle of the reflector and leads to a corresponding error in the position measurement.

If a reflector belonging to the current layer is partially obscured by parts of the building, machinery or the like, the following measures can be taken:

- By using the "N closest" software telegram. Select the number and distribution of reflectors in the area around the obscured reflector so that the obscured reflector is not used for the position measurement until its full width is visible from the NAV200.
- By using the "Radii of action" software telegram. Set the restricted radius of action so that the obscured reflector does not come into this range until its full width is visible from the NAV200.
- Do not program the obscured reflector in the current layer. Do not change over to another layer that includes the reflector concerned until the full width of the reflector is visible from the NAV200.
- Mute the sector (refer to Kapitel 3.3.3, Seite 21) where the critical reflector is located.

For more detailed information on the "N closest" and "Radii of action" software telegrams, see also the NAV200 Telegram Listing (part no. 8009595, English edition)

**Overlapping reflectors**

Repeatedly, when travelling round curves or along aisles, two reflectors positioned behind one another when viewed from the NAV200 can completely or partially overlap. As a result, the positions of these reflectors can no longer be measured unambiguously and would corrupt the position calculation of the NAV200. Assuming that the reflectors are at least 300 mm (11.8 in) apart viewed in the direction of the beam, the NAV200 detects such a situation and automatically suppresses the use of overlapping reflectors.

The situation of an overlapping reflector occurs when the angle between two reflectors, viewed from the NAV200, is less than 1.26°. The reflector arrangement for this case should be chosen so that at least 3 more reflectors are still present in the visible range of the NAV200.

For more detailed information on the "N closest" and "Radii of action" software telegrams, see also the NAV200 Telegram Listing (part no. 8009595, English edition)
Spurious reflections

Highly reflective objects can give rise to spurious reflections. Examples of highly reflective objects are windows, stainless steel cladding and metal pipes. The spurious reflections occur when the measurement beam of the NAV200 hits these objects at right angles.

So that these spurious reflections are not interpreted as reflectors, it must be ensured that there is always a minimum distance of 300 mm (11.8 in) from the fitted reflectors to these objects. Where this minimum distance cannot be maintained with certain objects, these objects should be covered with a material with less reflective properties.

Subsequent movement of reflectors

Movement of reflectors that still lie within the measuring range of the NAV200 even after being moved will corrupt the measurement result and must be corrected. To correct this situation, the reflector must be put back in its original position or the co-ordinates of the new reflector position must be re-measured with the function „mapping“ and transferred to the NAV200 with the NAV200 Setup configuration software.

Subsequent removal or obscuration of reflectors

When reflectors are obscured or removed, the NAV200 carries on its position measurement without interruption, based on the remaining reflectors, provided that at least 3 reflectors are visible from the scanner head position.
3.5 Measurement and entry of the reflector co-ordinates

After design and installation of the reflectors, the reflector co-ordinates must be precisely measured. The NAV200 needs these co-ordinates for position measurement in actual operation. There are two ways of measuring and entering the reflector co-ordinates:

- A (land) surveyor measures the position of all reflectors manually, with reference to a common co-ordinate system. All these co-ordinates are acquired in a structured ASCII file in the PC and transferred to the NAV200 using the NAV200 Setup configuration software. This transfer can also take place from the vehicle computer with the "Download" software telegram.
- The reflector positions can be taught into the NAV200 automatically with the "Mapping" function followed by "Download". To do this, the NAV200 needs an accurately measured initial position in order to successively measure the co-ordinates of all the reflectors on the course.

**Recommendation**

Using a land surveyor to determine the reflector positions is more precise and ensures a higher system accuracy.

The "Mapping" function of the NAV200 is suitable:

- for measuring new reflectors after the initial installation
- for correcting for positional changes of reflectors
- when only low positioning accuracy is required in the layer/system
- for quick setup e.g. on fairs and expositions

For more information on measurement and transfer of reflector co-ordinates see Chapter 6.6 Performing and testing the configuration, Page 64.

3.6 Integration of the NAV200 in a navigation system

The navigation system in an AGV consists of two linked positioning systems, a relative positioning system and an absolute positioning system.

The relative positioning system draws its data from the odometry (shaft encoder) of the vehicle. The odometry provides new data with a high update rate, from which the vehicle computer can calculate the position of the vehicle and then use this data to control the drive. The relative position calculation is prone to error. The error increases continuously with distance covered.

The NAV200, on the other hand, provides absolute positional data on the course. Based on these absolute positions, the vehicle computer of the AGV can minimize the error from the odometry.

**Fig. 3-15, Page 32** is a schematic illustration of the integration of the NAV200 laser positioning system in a complete navigation system:
3.6.1 Data Interface

The NAV200 communicates with the vehicle computer of the AGV via an RS 232 data interface. Data transfer takes place with a software telegram at the request of the vehicle computer. Depending on the frequency at which the vehicle computer requests data, the NAV200 transfers the following data to the vehicle computer up to 8 times per second:

- X-position (referred to the zero point of the absolute coordinate system)
- Y-position (referred to the zero point of the absolute coordinate system)
- Angular position $\alpha$ (Orientation of the x-axis of the NAV200 in the absolute coordinate system)
- Measurement quality on a scale of 1 to 100 (values less than or equal to 0 are used as identification)
- Number of reflectors used for position measurement

The vehicle computer uses the odometry data to calculate the speed and turning speed of the AGV. It transmits this speed data in the position request to the NAV200. The NAV200 extrapolates its measured positional data at the time of the data transfer, based on this speed data.

Depending on the position on the route, the vehicle computer informs the NAV200 which layer it should use to measure the position. Changeover to another layer occurs during travel on the order of the vehicle computer. Information and recommendations on changing layers is provided in Chapter 3.3.5 Designing layers, Page 24.
Data exchange between vehicle computer and NAV200 takes place in the form of software telegrams. The NAV200 does not become active of its own accord here, but always responds to the request of the vehicle computer. An example of a software telegram is the activation of the "Mapping" mode:

Mode: M (Mapping)
Function: A (activate)

Data transfer from vehicle computer to the NAV200:

```
STX 5 M A BCC
```

The NAV200 acknowledges the vehicle computer's telegram with the following telegram:

```
STX 5 M A BCC
```

The Mapping operation is activated.

For more details on the software telegrams that the vehicle computer can use in communication with the NAV200, see the NAV200 telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition).

### 3.6.2 Measurement quality as an indicator of the reliability of the positional data

Along with the positional data, the NAV200 also transmits the measurement quality G to the vehicle computer. The measurement quality assesses the agreement between the stored reflector arrangement and the reflector measurement. It is a relative measure of the reliability of the positional data on a scale between 1 and 100.

**Important** Values for the measurement quality less than or equal to zero are used as identification.

For more information on the quality see the NAV200 Telegram Listing.

Typical values for the measurement quality are:

- at a standstill and with unaccelerated motion, between 60 and 100
- with accelerated motion, especially on bends, between 40 and 80

Should poorer qualities occur, we recommend checking the reflector arrangement and the speed settings and, where possible, limiting the acceleration rates of the AGV.

The measurement quality is incorporated into the control loop in the vehicle computer. The system integrator can use it to specify the extent to which the positional data of the odometry is to be corrected by the positional data of the NAV200. The influence of the positional data of the NAV200 on the correction is application-specific and depends on the quality of the odometry and the permissible positioning tolerances in the plant.
3.6.3 Position measurement ("Positioning operation" mode)

The NAV200 has two operating conditions in this mode:
- initial position measurement, "Fullmap" operating condition
- continuous position measurement, "Quickmap" operating condition

With a change to "Positioning operation" mode from another mode, the NAV200 activates the "Fullmap" operating condition. Here the NAV200 calculates and identifies the reflector positions by a pattern comparison between the measured reflectors and the known reflector positions in the current layer. Preconditions for a successful Fullmap are:
- The vehicle is not moving.
- The vehicle computer has activated the associated layer for the current area in the NAV200.
- There are at least 3 reflectors of the current layer in the visible range of the NAV200.

Depending on the number of measured reflectors and reflectors in the current layer, a Fullmap can take several seconds.

After a successful Fullmap, the NAV200 automatically changes to the "Quickmap" operating condition. With Quickmap, the Fullmap's pattern comparison involving complex computation is omitted. In Quickmap, the NAV200 has an expectation for the approximate position of the reflectors. As shown in Fig. 3-18, Page 35, the NAV200 puts a 300 mm (11.8 in) radius detection window round each reflector co-ordinate of the current layer. If a reflector is measured within this detection window, this reflector is assigned to the expected position and used for the next position calculation. Instead of using the standard detection window, the radius of the detection window can be changed. This enables the NAV200 to be optimised for extremely dynamic changes in velocity of the AGV and for extreme conditions resulting from faulty reflections.

The radius can be adjusted depending on the distance between the NAV200 and the reflector. The start and end points of an even function are transferred to the NAV200 for this purpose. The NAV200 uses these to calculate the respective radius of the detection window. The start and end point of the straight lines are defined at 0.5 m (1.64 ft) by the Rlow radius and at 28.5 m (93.5 ft) by the Rhigh radius.

The radius at these two points can be set in the range of 100...500 mm (3.94 to 19.69 in).
In Quickmap, the NAV200 can transmit new position data at a repetition rate of 7.3 Hz.

If interferences lead to a loss of contact to the layer (e.g., if several reflectors are covered simultaneously), the vehicle computer can initiate a Fullmap to restore the contact. If the vehicle computer still knows the last position, it can directly activate the Quickmap and restore contact to the layer by means of the “PM” software telegram with position setting.
3.6.4 „Reflector co-ordinates“ mode

In this mode, the NAV200 generates an image of its current reflector environment within one revolution of the scanner head. The NAV200 measures a maximum of 32 visible reflectors at this time and determines the reflector co-ordinates relative to its own position (local co-ordinate system, see Fig. 3-7, Page 25).

In actual operation, this enables the vehicle computer of the AGV to directly access the co-ordinates measured by the NAV200. The vehicle computer can evaluate the data from this direct access using its own algorithms. The “Reflector co-ordinates” mode is not required for position measurement.

One possible application of this mode is, for example, temporary orientation on only two visible reflectors on a route (Fig. 3-19), when all other reflectors are obscured by stacks of objects such as pallets or boxes (Deep Stacking) and reliable positioning with at least 3 reflectors is no longer possible.

This mode is also useful with straight-line travel along a narrow aisle (Fig. 3-20), which only allows two reflectors to be fitted — at the start and end — as, for example, the distance to the reflectors would otherwise fall below the minimum lateral distance (1.2 m (3.93 ft)) to the NAV200.
See also Chapter 6.5.6 Reflector co-ordinates, Page 63 as well as the NAV200 Telegram Listing (part no. 8009595, English edition), Section 3.7 X/Y co-ordinates in the “reflector co-ordinate” mode and Section 3.8 Polar co-ordinates in the “reflector co-ordinate” mode.

3.7 Displays and controls

3.7.1 Controls

The parameters of the NAV200 are set once only via the RS 232 data interface, using the NAV200 Setup configuration software. The supply voltage is applied with a main switch (supplied by the client). The system starts automatically in Standby operation.

3.7.2 Function of the LEDs on the NAV200

Four LEDs give a visual indication of the operating condition of the NAV200. The LEDs are located on the front of the NAV200 (Fig. 3-21). Table 3-4 lists the meanings of the LEDs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating condition</th>
<th>LED green</th>
<th>LED red</th>
<th>LED yellow (1)</th>
<th>LED yellow (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start (Initializing)</td>
<td>flashes</td>
<td>flashes</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>flashes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standby operation (no communication)</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data transfer to the NAV200 in &quot;Positioning operation&quot;, &quot;Mapping&quot; and &quot;Reflector co-ordinates&quot;</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>flashes</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data transfer from the NAV200 in &quot;Positioning operation&quot;, &quot;Mapping&quot; and &quot;Reflector co-ordinates&quot; modes</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>flashes</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflector data transfer from nonvolatile reflector memory to the internal working memory of the NAV200 (can take several seconds)</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error in telegram communication</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-4: NAV200: Meaning of the LEDs
Product description

Notes:
Installation

4.1 Overview of the installation steps
- Mount the reflectors
- Establish mounting position and installation location for the NAV200
- Mount the NAV200; observe the screening concept when mounting it

Important Do not open the NAV200. Opening the device will invalidate the manufacturer's warranty.

4.2 Preparation for installation of the NAV200

4.2.1 Ensure that you have all the required components
- NAV200

4.2.2 Preparing the accessories
- Screw kit (part no. 2026277, included in scope of delivery)
  - 4 x hexagon socket (Allen) screws M4 x 10 mm (0.39 in) - A2
  - 4 x washers 4.3 - A2
  - 4 x spring lock washers B4
- Tool

4.2.3 Selecting mounting position and installation location for the NAV200
The mounting position of the NAV200 should be chosen such that the scanning plane formed by the rotating optical axis runs parallel to the area travelled. The rotating scanner head can be positioned above or below (overhead mounting) the scanner housing here. A clear view over the entire 360° scanning width must be ensured from the mounting position of the NAV200. With overhead mounting, the mounting bracket should be selected so that the restriction of vision occurs in or against the direction of travel. This will ensure an adequate view of the reflectors along the guided track.

The reference point (co-ordinates origin) on the NAV200 lies on the central axis of the scanner head. In an ideal case, the central axis of the scanner head would be in the navigational point of the vehicle. If the mounting position of the NAV200 in the longitudinal axis of the vehicle is offset either in front of or behind the turning point, this deviation must be taken account of mathematically in the programming of the vehicle computer.

Important The functional earth of the NAV200 must be electrically connected to the chassis of the AGV!

The NAV200 is mounted on a substantial, level support that is solidly fixed to the AGV. The support, when aligned parallel to the area travelled, determines the correct alignment of the NAV200. The way the support is fitted on the AGV varies with the type of construction of the vehicle. The NAV200 has four tapped fixing holes in the baseplate. Four matching holes are required in the support for the NAV200 in order to mount the NAV200.
4.3 Mounting the device

The supply must be switched off for safety when mounting the device.

**CAUTION**

Risk of injury due to the device falling!
The NAV200 weighs approx. 3.3 kg (7.26 lb).
➢ Exercise caution when mounting the device above head height, secure the device to prevent it falling and wear suitable safety headgear.

4.3.1 Mounting

1. Prepare for mounting the device as described in *Chapter 4.2 Preparation for installation of the NAV200, Page 39*.

**NOTICE**

Risk of damage to the equipment!
The four tapped holes of the NAV200 have a maximum screw-in depth of 10 mm (0.39 in). Longer screws will damage the equipment.
➢ Use the right length screws.

2. Using the screw kit part no. 2026277 (included in scope of delivery), fix the baseplate of the NAV200 to the support (aligned parallel to the area travelled).
   If other screws are used, depending on the wall thickness of the support, bear this maximum screw-in depth in mind.
3. The scanner head of the NAV200 must be able to turn freely.

4.4 Mounting additional components

4.4.1 Assembly and mounting of the reflectors

➢ Mount the reflectors at the planned positions for each defined layer.
   When mounting the reflectors, take note of the information on the types, reflector dimensions and on the reflective film given in *Chapter 3.3.4 Reflectors, Page 22*.

4.5 Disassembling the system

1. Switch off the power supply for NAV200.
2. Unscrew the power supply cable and the RS232 data interface cable.
3. Unscrew the fixing screws on the underside of the device and remove the device.
5 Electrical installation

5.1 Overview of the installation steps

- Connect the functional earth of the NAV200.
- Connect the RS 232 data cable to the NAV200 and PC (configuration) or vehicle computer (real operation)
- Connect the power supply cable (24 V DC supply)

5.2 Electrical connections and cables

The electrical connections of the NAV200 consist of the terminal for the functional earth, and the two chassis-mount plugs for the power supply and data interface.

**NOTICE**

Prerequisites for the IP 65 enclosure rating!

IP 65 enclosure rating of the NAV200 is only achieved when the RS 232 data cable and the power supply cable are securely screwed on.

5.2.1 Conductor cross-sections

- Use copper cables for all connections!
  Conductor cross-sections required:
  - Power supply cable, minimum 0.25 mm² (24 AWG)

5.2.2 Cables

- Use screened cables for both power supply and RS 232 cables.

5.2.3 Screening concept

- Electrically connect the screen of the power supply of the NAV200 to the vehicle chassis in accordance with **Fig. 5-1**!
- Connect the power supply to a DC/DC converter that provides galvanic isolation between the supply of the NAV200 and the battery voltage.

![Screening concept of the NAV200](image_url)
5.3 Pin assignment of the connections

5.3.1 “Power supply” device plug

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin</th>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24 V DC</td>
<td>Supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 V</td>
<td>0 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Shield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-1: Pin assignment of the 8-pin chassis-mount plug for connecting the power supply

5.3.2 “RS 232 data interface” device plug

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin</th>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>GND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>TxD</td>
<td>Transmitter (NAV200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>RxD</td>
<td>Receiver (NAV200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Shield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-2: Pin assignment of the 14-pin chassis-mount plug for connecting the RS 232 data cable
5.3.3 Power cord

Table 5-3 shows the pin assignment of the cable socket for connecting the power supply. The metal socket provides the electrical connection to the NAV200 case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin</th>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24 V DC</td>
<td>Supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 V</td>
<td>0 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Shield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-3: Pin assignment of the 8-pin cable socket for connecting the power supply, view of the soldered connections

5.3.4 RS 232 data cable

Fig. 5-2 shows the arrangement of the RS 232 data cables part no. 6024723 (5 m (16.4 ft))/part no. 2030334 (6.5 m (21.3 ft))/ part no. 2043664 (10 m (32.8 ft))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection to PC/host</th>
<th>Connection to NAV200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9-pin D-Sub socket</td>
<td>14-pin cable socket</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5-2: Assembled RS 232 data cable part no. 6024723/part no. 2030334/part no. 2043664

Table 5-4 shows the pin assignment of the data cable D-Sub socket:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin</th>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>RxD</td>
<td>Receiver (host)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TxD</td>
<td>Transmitter (host)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>GND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>n. c.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-4: Pin assignment of the RS 232 data cable 9-pin D-Sub socket
5.4 Preparations for electrical installation

5.4.1 Conditions for the data interface

Table 5-5 shows the maximum recommended cable length of the RS 232 data cable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface type</th>
<th>Length of the data cable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS 232</td>
<td>15 m (49.2 in)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-5: Maximum cable length between NAV200 and vehicle computer

➢ Use screened cable to prevent interference.

5.4.2 Power supply

The NAV200 needs a 24 V DC ± 25 % supply (functional extra low voltage in accordance with IEC standard 60364-4-41) for operation. Observe the permissible cable lengths in Chapter 5.2.1 Conductor cross-sections, Page 41 here.

The maximum power consumption of the NAV200 in operation is 24 W. The power supply/external power supply unit supplying the device must have a continuous rating of at least 24 W.

Important To ensure adequate short-circuit/overload protection of the incoming supply cable, the cable must be fused according to the conductor cross-sections used. The valid standards must be observed.
5.5 Carrying out the electrical installation

5.5.1 Tools and equipment

- Tool
- Digital multimeter (current/voltage measurement)

5.5.2 Connecting the NAV200 to the PC and vehicle computer

The NAV200 is configured from a PC with the NAV200 Setup configuration software. In operation, the NAV200 is linked to a vehicle computer (host) via an RS 232 data cable. The RS 232 serial data interface of the PC (COM 1, COM 2, ...) is selected after the NAV200 Setup configuration software is started. No other PC application must access this port at the same time.

Wiring the RS 232 data interface

Fig. 5-3 shows the wiring of the RS 232 data interface. The RS 232 data cables part no. 6024723 (5 m (16.4 ft))/part no. 2030334 (6.5 m (21.3 ft))/part no. 2043664 (10 m(32.8 ft)) for connecting to a 9-pin D-Sub socket (PC/host) is available for this.

➢ Take account of maximum cable lengths, see Chapter 5.4.1 Conditions for the data interface, Page 44.

5.5.3 Connecting the power supply

Fig. 5-4: Wiring of the cable socket for the power supply
Notes:
6  Startup and Configuration

Startup, configuration and diagnosis are carried out via the NAV200 Setup configuration software. The NAV200 normally operate fully automatically and require no manual operation.

**NOTICE**

**Damage to the NAV200!**

Blocking the scanner head abruptly when it is operating can damage the device.

- Ensure that the scanner head can turn freely at all times

---

### 6.1 Overview of the commissioning steps

1. Install the NAV200 Setup configuration software on the PC and start it.
2. Connect the NAV200 to an RS 232 data interface of the PC, possibly via a USB serial converter if the PC does not have a built-in serial RS 232 data interface.
3. Establish data communication to the NAV200.
4. Configure the NAV200 for position measurement.
5. Connect the NAV200 to the vehicle computer and start positioning operation.

### 6.2 Default settings of the NAV200 Setup configuration software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User interface language</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC data interface</td>
<td>COM 1 (alternatively COM 2 to COM 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data display</td>
<td>Cartesian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 232 serial communication</td>
<td>19.2 kbd, even parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate log file of the data communication</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Download immediately to the NAV200</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units</td>
<td>mm*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction of rotation of the scanner head taken into account with the display</td>
<td>clockwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current detection threshold</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The units (mm) are fixed default settings and cannot be changed from the configuration software.

Table 6-1: Default settings of the NAV200 Setup configuration software

---

**Important**

The NAV200 has the possibility to communicate with different baudrates from 19,200 Bd to max. 115,200 Bd. The newly adjusted baudrate will be stored permanently. The factory default settings of all reflector co-ordinates is zero.

- To restore the factory default settings, open a new project with the NAV200 Setup configuration software (all reflector co-ordinates equal to zero) and transfer this data to the NAV200 (Download).

See also the NAV200 Telegram Listing (part no. 8009595, English edition), Section 4.2.2 Command SB: Select the transfer rate of the data interface closest.
6.3 Quick Start

1. Mount the NAV200 on an automated guided vehicle (AGV) and align the scanning plane parallel to the travelled area, see Chapter 4.2 Preparation for installation of the NAV200, Page 39.

2. Connect the NAV200 to the PC via the RS 232 data cable.

3. Assemble the supply cable using the cable socket supplied, see Chapter 5.5 Carrying out the electrical installation, Page 45.

4. Connect the NAV200 to the 24 V DC power supply, switch on the supply. The NAV200 initializes and changes to “Standby” mode. The scanner head starts to turn.

5. Install the CD-ROM-based NAV200 Setup configuration software (supplied) on the PC (minimum requirement Windows ME™) (see Chapter 6.4.2 Installation of the NAV200 Setup configuration software, Page 50).

6. Start the NAV200 Setup configuration software.

7. Choose the required language for the user interface (Menu LANGUAGE).

8. Establish data communication between NAV200 and PC.
   (OPEN SERIAL INTERFACE TO NAV).
   The NAV200 Setup configuration software is connected to the NAV200 online.

9. Configure the NAV200 with the NAV200 Setup configuration software. To do so, determine the positions (co-ordinates) of the used reflectors in NAV200 Setup as follows:
   - more exact method: measure the reflector positions manually on site and acquire them as structured data in an ASCII text file and load them into NAV200 Setup.
     Alternatively, acquire the data manually in “Standby” mode in NAV200 Setup.
   - quicker but less exact method: read in reflector data using the NAV200 “Mapping” mode (automatic transfer to NAV200 Setup)

10. Transfer the reflector data permanently to the NAV200 (“Download” mode)
    (LOAD ALL DATA TO NAV).

11. Save the reflector data as a project on the PC (SAVE PROJECT UNDER...).

12. Test the successful detection of the reflector positions entered.
    For this, move the AGV with NAV200 in one of the defined layers.

13. Select the appropriate layer (Bank 0 or Bank 1), refer to Chapter 6.4.7 Selecting the layer bank, Page 56.

14. Start “Position measurement” (START/STOP POSITIONING OPERATION)

15. Select the appropriate layer and the “All seen reflectors measured” option in the DATA ENTRY FOR MAPPING dialog box. Confirm with OK.

16. Check the detected reflectors in the NAV200 Setup display.

17. Change to the next layer etc. with the AGV and repeat steps 15 and 16 each time.

18. Terminate data communication between NAV200 and PC.
    (CLOSE SERIAL LINK TO NAV).

19. Close the NAV200 Setup configuration software

20. Switch off the power supply for NAV200.

21. Disconnect the RS 232 data cable from the PC and connect it to the vehicle computer.

22. Switch on the power supply for NAV200 again.
    The NAV200 initializes and changes to “Standby” mode.

The NAV200 is ready for operation with the application-specific settings.
The NAV200 is configured with a PC, connected to the NAV200 via an RS 232 serial data interface (see Chapter 5.5 Carrying out the electrical installation, Page 45).

After configuration, the NAV200 is commissioned by connecting it to the vehicle computer and starting positioning operation by the vehicle computer.

For test and demonstration purposes, or if exact positioning is not required, measuring the position of the reflectors by the NAV200 in "Mapping" mode is quite adequate. This method is less exact compared with a transfer of accurately measured, manually entered reflector positions (see Chapter 6.6.1 Measuring, entering and transferring the exact reflector coordinates manually and testing positioning operation, Page 64). After the Mapping operation the positional data is transferred from the PC to the NAV200 by download. Positioning operation (position measurement) can now begin.

- **Mapping**
  The NAV200 measures the current position of the reflectors and stores the reflector data in NAV200 Setup on the PC.
  Preconditions:
  - All reflectors are in position.
  - The initial position of the NAV200 has been measured.

- **Download**
  NAV200 Setup transfers the reflector co-ordinates measured during Mapping from the PC to the NAV200 as a layer. Up to two times 160 layer, each with a maximum of 32 reflectors divided into 2 Banks (Bank 0 and Bank 1), are possible.

- **Positioning operation**
  The NAV200 continuously measures its position and orientation in the current layer. The positional data is simultaneously displayed on screen graphically and numerically, in tabular form.
### 6.4 NAV200 Setup Configuration Software

The NAV200 can be configured with the NAV200 Setup configuration software. For this, the NAV200 Setup uses the software telegrams listed in the NAV200 Telegram listing. The configuration software is also used for test and analysis purposes. In real operation, the NAV200 is totally controlled by the AGV vehicle computer.

#### 6.4.1 Configuring the NAV200 with the NAV200 Setup software

To configure the NAV200, the NAV200 Setup configuration software must be installed on a PC. The PC is then connected to the NAV200 via the serial data cable. Connection of the PC to the NAV200 is described in Chapter 5.5 Carrying out the electrical installation, Page 45. Installation of the NAV200 Setup configuration software and operation of the user interface is described in the following section.

#### 6.4.2 Installation of the NAV200 Setup configuration software

The scope of delivery of the NAV200 includes the NAV200 Setup configuration software on CD-ROM. A PC with a Pentium III processor or better, 400 MHz clock frequency, 64 MB working memory (RAM), CD-ROM drive, RS 232 data interface and mouse and with a Windows ME™, Windows 2000™, Windows XP™ or Windows Vista™ operating system is required for the installation. The NAV200 Setup configuration software requires approx. 15 MB of free hard disk space, plus space for any log files required. The latest version of the software can be downloaded at www.sick.com/downloads-autoident.

**Important** Installation and configuration under Windows XP™ is described in the course of the following sections.

**Performing initial installation:**

1. Turn the PC on and start Windows.
2. Insert the CD-ROM in the CD drive.
3. Start the "NAV200Install.exe" program.
4. Various prompts appear during the installation. We recommend keeping to the standard settings
5. After the installation is complete the NAV200 Setup program starts automatically by default. It opens a new project file. After the installation, the PC is not linked to the NAV200, it is offline.

**Performing new installation (update):**

1. Turn the PC on and start Windows.
2. Back up stored project files.
3. Uninstall the old software version with the Windows command **START > PROGRAM > NAV200 SETUP > REMOVE NAV200 SETUP.**
4. Install the new software version of the NAV200 Setup on the PC as described under "Performing initial installation".
5. Copy the backed-up project files into a sub-directory of the NAV200 installation directory and open them with the new software version.
Uninstallation

Use the following Windows menu command to uninstall the software:
START > PROGRAM > NAV200 SETUP > REMOVE NAV200 SETUP.

6.4.3 Software functions (overview)

- Establishing communication with the NAV200 via the RS 232 data interface
- Direct entry of the reflector co-ordinates in groups, organised in layers, or acquisition in ASCII file and transfer to NAV200 Setup.
  Alternatively, scanning in the reflector environments, maximum of 320 layer (each Bank (Bank 0 and Bank 1) with 160 layers) with 32 reflectors ("Mapping" mode)
- Saving reflector data (layer data) and projects to data medium
- Reading reflector data (layer data) and projects from data medium
- Downloading reflector data of selected layers to the NAV200 ("Download" mode)
- Uploading reflector data of selected layers to the NAV200 ("Upload" mode)
- Displaying the position of the NAV200 in a defined layer environment, with and without display of the reflectors ("Positioning operation" mode). Used to test the entered reflector data on detection and use of the reflectors in the position measurement of the NAV200.
- Measuring the reflector positions of a current environment ("Reflector co-ordinates" mode)
- Analysis and optimization

6.4.4 Overview of the configuration steps

1. Select the menu language of the user interface.
2. Establish communication with the NAV200.
3. In "Standby" mode, manually create a list of reflectors with exact reflector co-ordinates, or measure the reflector positions of an environment ("Mapping" mode).
4. Transfer reflector co-ordinates to the NAV200.
5. Test position measurement of the NAV200 with the entered reflector data.
6. Save the reflector positions in a project file.

6.4.5 Starting the NAV200 Setup software

The program is started by double-clicking the program icon in the desktop or by the start command START > PROGRAM > SICK > NAV200 SETUP > NAV200 SETUP.

When NAV200 Setup starts, a new, blank project file with no layer or reflector data opens at the same time. There is no link to the NAV200 (offline state).

Offline state and online state

In the offline state, project files with reflector data can be opened, changed and saved. To configure the NAV200 for position measurement, to change between modes, or to transfer reflector data, the user must establish data communication between NAV200 and PC. As soon as a link exists from the PC to the NAV200, the NAV200 Setup configuration software is in the online state.
Establish and monitor data communication between NAV200 and PC

NAV200 Setup automatically detects all serial data interfaces available on the PC and only offers these for selection. The required RS 232 data interface, e.g. COM 1, can be selected with the menu command OPTIONS > SETTINGS. The baud rate of the NAV200 is set to 19,200 bd. It can be adjusted to all R-232 standard baud rates up to 115,200 bd.

The other communication parameters for the serial link are permanently set in the NAV200 Setup software and cannot be changed. On the menu command COMMUNICATION > OPEN SERIAL INTERFACE TO NAV, the configuration software establishes communication to the NAV200. Appropriate error messages appear if the NAV200 device is not correctly linked to the PC or is not switched on.

As soon as there is a link to the NAV200, the user interface shows the parameters of the RS 232 data interface in the status bar at the bottom:

Fig. 6-2: Interface parameters in the status bar of NAV200 Setup

The following menu commands are active in the online state and inactive in the offline state:

- NAV > ACTIVATE STANDBY
- NAV > CREATE ENVIRONMENT MAPPING
- NAV > START / STOP POSITIONING MODE
- NAV > REFLECTOR COORDINATE MODE
- COMMUNICATION > CLOSE SERIAL INTERFACE TO NAV
- COMMUNICATION > LOAD ALL DATA TO NAV
- COMMUNICATION > LOAD ALL DATA FROM NAV
- OPTIONS > FLASH BOOT FILE
6.4.6 User interface of the NAV200 Setup configuration software

Fig. 6-3 shows the program windows with the user interface of the NAV200 Setup:

The user interface of the NAV200 Setup is orientated towards the usual Windows standard and consists of the following elements:

- Title bar showing the current configuration file (project file), the name of the program and the software version
- Menu bar with pull-down menus
- Toolbar with the most important functions from the menu bar (see Chapter 6.4.8 Toolbar commands, Page 57)
- Status bar along the bottom edge of the window with data interface and program parameters
- Working and information area in the middle
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The working area is made up of three separate areas arranged side by side.

- **Left-hand area**: project data, layer table and table of the reflector co-ordinates.
  Display of layer bank data and reflector co-ordinates of the selected layer; possibility of editing the reflector co-ordinates in Standby mode.

- **Central area**: graphics window
  Two-dimensional graphical display of the reflector positions of the selected layer in the absolute co-ordinate system of the actual environment;
  Display in three variants via the menu item OPTIONS > DATA VIEW:
  - Cartesian
  - Polar co-ordinates
  - Distance-Angle graph

- **Right-hand area**: control and information field
  Buttons for the graphics display, display of different measurement data, dependent on the selected program function.

The three display variants in the graphics window can be selected with the command OPTIONS > DATA VIEW:

- **Cartesian**
  The graphics window shows the reflectors two-dimensionally in the absolute X-Y co-ordinate system of the course. This is the default setting and is the most suitable for the configuration as it exactly and graphically mirrors the actual position of the reflectors.

- **Polar**
  The position of the NAV200 is given by polar co-ordinates:
  - The distance to the zero point of the absolute co-ordinate system
  - The angle between the connecting line from the NAV200 zero point to the X-axis of the absolute co-ordinate system

  The reflector positions appear at the same positions in the graphics window as with the Cartesian display. The range rings indicate the distance to the zero point. The X and Y axes are marked with the 0°, 90°, 180° and −90° bearings. Positions that the graphics window shows below the X-axis of the absolute co-ordinate system are denoted by negative angles.

  The layer table in the left-hand area displays the polar co-ordinates instead of the X-Y co-ordinates: distance (mm) and angle (°).
Distance against angle

The horizontal axis shows the angle, the vertical axis shows the distance to the zero point. This is an abstract representation: the positional representation of the reflectors is not really a true reflection of the actual arrangement. The data in the layer table is identical to that of the polar representation.

Fig. 6-6: Data display: "Distance against angle" (extract from the layer table and part of the graphics window)
6.4.7 Selecting the layer bank

From firmware version 4.4.0, the NAV200 can store 320 layers with 32 reflectors in each. The 320 layers are divided up amongst two banks with 160 layers in each.

One bank is always present in the work memory of the NAV200 and can be used for positioning or configuration. All device functions are straightforwardly applicable on the particular bank that is active. Bank 0 is activated when the device is switched on.

The currently valid bank is shown in the layer table next to the layer number in the format (B 0/1), if there is a connection to a device with the appropriate firmware version (see Fig. 6-7).

The active bank can be selected via the menu under NAV > Layer Bank > Bank 0 (or Bank 1), see Fig. 6-8. After selecting the bank, the "Select data to be transferred" dialogue box appears, in which the new layer to be loaded can be selected.

Only the selected layers are updated, recognisable from the symbols in the layer table (see also Kapitel 6.4.8, Seite 57). Layers that have not been loaded are not overwritten — in order to permit easy transfer of the data of one layer to the other bank. Select "All" in the "Select data to be transferred" dialogue box if all the layers are to be synchronised with the bank active within the device.
Important When working with the NAV200, the currently active bank should always be checked before selecting layers.

6.4.8 Toolbar commands

The toolbar contains the most important and most frequently used commands of the menu bar. The menu items and their function are explained in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Icon</th>
<th>Menu Item</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CREATE NEW PROJECT</td>
<td>Opens a new, blank project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPEN PROJECT</td>
<td>Reads an existing project from a data medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAVE PROJECT</td>
<td>Saves all project data in a project file on a data medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOAD REFLECTOR DATA</td>
<td>Reads reflector data from a file on a data medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAVE REFLECTOR DATA</td>
<td>Saves reflector data in a file on a data medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACTIVATE STANDBY</td>
<td>Changes to &quot;Standby&quot; mode, to close positioning operation, for example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOAD ALL DATA FROM NAV</td>
<td>Transfers the layer data of all or selected layers from the NAV200 to the NAV200 Setup configuration software (&quot;Upload&quot; mode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOAD ALL DATA TO NAV</td>
<td>Transfers the layer data of all or selected layers from the NAV200 Setup configuration software to the NAV200 (&quot;Download&quot; mode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CREATE ENVIRONMENT MAPPING</td>
<td>Generates a Mapping of the reflector environment; to do this, the NAV200 measures the co-ordinates of all reflectors that are visible from the current position of the NAV200.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>START / STOP POSITIONING MODE</td>
<td>Starts and stops the positioning operation of the NAV200 (&quot;Positioning operation&quot; mode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REFLECTOR COORDINATES MODE</td>
<td>&quot;Reflector co-ordinates&quot; mode for checking and display of the reflector positions of an environment in the local co-ordinate system of the NAV200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPEN SERIAL INTERFACE TO NAV</td>
<td>Establishes communication between NAV200 Setup and the NAV200 via an RS 232 data interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLOSE SERIAL INTERFACE TO NAV</td>
<td>Terminates communication between the NAV200 and NAV200 Setup</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-2: NAV200 Setup: Function of the buttons in the toolbar
6.4.9 Project files and reflector data

The reflector data assigned to the individual layers can be saved in a project file and/or a "Reflector data" text file. By default, NAV200 Setup offers the "Data" sub-directory of the Installation directory for saving these files.

**Project files**

Project files contain all necessary and known data for positioning within an overall environment: settings, description and information on the NAV200 in use, together with all data on the installed layers and their reflectors.

Projects are read in and stored using the menu commands in the PROJECTS menu. Project files have the .nav file name extension.

The settings of a project can be specified and documented with the PROJECTS > PROJECT SETTINGS menu command:

![Project settings dialog box](image)

**Important**  Entries in the project settings dialog box relate to additional information on the project that is saved with the other data in the project file. So, for example, the CURRENT ROTATION DIRECTION entry does not control the actual direction of rotation of scanner head. CLOCKWISE means that the NAV200 is mounted with the scanner head at the top. COUNTER CLOCKWISE means that the NAV200 is mounted with the scanner head down (overhead mounting), which reverses the direction of rotation as seen from the reflectors. This information is required so that the NAV200 Setup displays the reflector arrangement the right way round in the graphics window of the user interface.

The entry in the CURRENT REFLECTOR DETECTION THRESHOLD field is not saved with the other data in the project file.
"Reflector data" text file

This type of file contains all the information for one or more layers: X and Y co-ordinates and the reflector radius, which is identical for all reflectors within a layer. So this data is part of a project. In the same way as the project files, the reflector data can be read in from or saved to a corresponding text file on a data medium with the PROJECTS > LOAD REFLECTOR DATA and PROJECTS > SAVE REFLECTOR DATA menu commands. Any combinations can be selected from the list of all available layers here.

Files with reflector data have the .ref file name extension.

Files with reflector data have the .ref file name extension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAV Reflector data</th>
<th>NAVconfigIn 06.10 06.06.2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SICK AG</td>
<td>NAV data: TEST003.REF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>Reflectors Radius [mm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Nr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>Reflectors Radius [mm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Nr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6-10: "Reflector data" text file

The reflector data stored in the text file is available in ASCII format and can be changed with any Text Editor. The project files, on the other hand, cannot be edited.

The text file is sub-divided into the following elements (from the top downwards):

- The first line is used to identify the type of file
- Comments lines are marked with a C at the beginning of the line
- The numbers mean:
  - layer number, number of reflectors and reflector radius of the layer
- The XY data lines with the co-ordinates contain 4 columns:
  - layer number, number of the reflector, X-co-ordinate [mm], Y-co-ordinate [mm]

**Important**

When the text file is created manually, like the example above, at least one blank space must be used as a separator in the data lines. Tab spaces are not permitted here. NAV200 Setup ignores data lines with tab spaces when the data is transferred.
Data alignment of NAV200 with configuration software

The Communication > Load all data to NAV menu command can be used to download the reflector data to the NAV200, or the Communication > Load all data from NAV menu command used to upload from the NAV200 into the configuration software. The user can specify the required layers for the data transfer in both these processes.

Important Possible data lost

When data is transferred from the NAV200 to the PC, the reflector data of the layers to be transferred held in the current project file is overwritten with no advance warning. We recommend backing up the project file and making a copy if necessary before the data transfer.

When data is transferred from the PC to the NAV200, the reflector data of the corresponding layers that are active in the NAV200 is overwritten with no advance warning.

The layer and reflector data can be located in three different places:

- temporarily in the NAV200 Setup configuration software (the data is lost when the program is closed unless it was saved beforehand or transferred to the NAV200!),
- in a project file or "Reflector data" text file on a data medium of the PC,
- in the reflector memory of the NAV200.

NAV200 Setup provides information on whether the data in these three places is identical or different. For this, the layer table includes the two columns NAV and Project on the right. The data comparison between NAV200 and the NAV200 Setup configuration software takes place after each upload or download process.

Important With the standard screen setting, the NAV and Project column headings are not completely legible, but only appear as N.. and P.., for example. They become completely visible if the left-hand area is made bigger by dragging the column separator to the right. If the left-hand area is set too narrow, the icons are no longer displayed!
A **green check mark** means that the data in the NAV200 Setup configuration software and in the project file and in the NAV200 device is identical.

A **red cross** in the NAV column means that the data in the configuration software and in the device is different. Data can be aligned by an upload (see *Chapter 6.5.4 Upload, Page 62*) or download (see *Chapter 6.5.3 Download, Page 62*).

A **disk icon** in the Project column means that the data in the configuration software and in the project file is different. The data is identical again after the project is saved; the NAV200 Setup indicates this with a green check mark.

**Important** The diskette symbol is still displayed when the layer and reflector data is saved in a "Reflector data" text file. It is not replaced by the green check mark until the entire project is saved.

### 6.4.10 Closing the NAV200 Setup configuration software

Click on the cross at the top right-hand corner of the user interface or choose the **PROJECT > CLOSE APPLICATION** menu command.

Before shutting down, the configuration software asks whether the user wants to save any changes made to the project. If this is confirmed, NAV200 Setup saves the changes.
6.5 NAV200 operating modes

The following NAV200 modes are possible:

6.5.1 Standby

When this function is selected, the NAV200 changes to "Standby" mode. This is also the operating condition that the NAV200 adopts after it is switched on or after a reset. The NAV200 layer and reflector data as well as the baudrate can be edited manually in "Standby" mode using the NAV200 Setup configuration software.

See the NAV200 telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition), Section 4.1 Command overview and Section 4.2 "Standby" mode.

6.5.2 Mapping

"Mapping" mode is used for quick commissioning for test or demonstration purposes, or even for normal operation, when exact positioning is not required. On the other hand, to achieve exact positioning, the precise reflector positions must be transferred to the NAV200 in a "Reflector data" text file (extension .ref) via the configuration software, or manually entered in the NAV200 Setup configuration software.

In "Mapping" mode, the NAV200 measures all the reflectors visible in its environment. The NAV200 initially transfers the results temporarily into NAV200 Setup (working memory of the PC), Data held in the reflector memory of the NAV200 remains unchanged. NAV200 Setup displays the transferred data on screen in tabular and graphical form. The data can then be saved in a file and/or transferred to the NAV200 as reflector data sets.

The buttons in the right-hand area of the screen can be used to zoom in and out of the graphical display in the middle area of the screen. Saving the data means that the acquired information can be transferred to other NAV200 devices later, or even that the results can be analysed outside this application. By loading the information on to the NAV200 it can be used for its future navigation tasks. On the PROJECTS > PRINT ACTIVE PROJECT menu command, NAV200 Setup sends the contents of the graphics window and the layer tables data to a printer.

See the NAV200 telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition), Section 4.1 Command overview and Section 4.3 "Mapping" mode.

6.5.3 Download

In "Download" mode, the NAV200 Setup configuration software transfers reflector data sets to the NAV200. The NAV200 files the data in its reflector memory. The source for the data can be a file with reflector data, the results of a Mapping, or a manual entry in NAV200 Setup. The Download function can transfer all or just individually selected layers. See Fig. 6-11, Page 60 and the NAV200 telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition), Section 4.1 Command overview and Section 4.5 "Upload" and "Download" modes.

6.5.4 Upload

In "Upload" mode, the NAV200 transfers the reflector co-ordinates of all or only selected layers to the NAV200 Setup configuration software. This data can then be used in various ways in the configuration software:

- display in a two-dimensional graphic and in tabular form
- saved in a file
- printout of the graphic and table
See the NAV200 telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition), Section 4.1 Command overview and Section 4.5 "Upload" and "Download" modes.

6.5.5 Position measurement

In "Positioning operation" mode, the NAV200 continuously measures its own current position on the basis of the reflector environment and forwards the positional data to the PC or to the AGV vehicle computer. The software reproduces the results of this measurement continuously in the graphics window and in tabular form in the information area of the user interface.

See the NAV200 telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition), Section 4.1 Command overview and Section 4.4 "Positioning" mode (determining position”).

6.5.6 Reflector co-ordinates

In "Reflector co-ordinates" mode, the NAV200 generates an up-to-date image of its current reflector environment within one turn of the scanner head. No comparative measurement with stored reflector data takes place at this time, nor does any measurement of the NAV200’s own position. The NAV200 measures a maximum of 31 reflectors visible at this time and determines the reflector co-ordinates relative to its own position (local co-ordinate system, see Fig. 3-7, Page 25). The NAV200 transfers these co-ordinates to the NAV200 Setup configuration software. As in "Positioning operation” mode, the graphical and tabular displays occur continuously, but without any display of the position of the NAV200 itself. The NAV > REFLECTOR CO-ORDINATE MODE menu command is selected to change to "Reflector co-ordinates” mode.

In actual operation, "Reflector co-ordinates" mode enables the AGV vehicle computer to directly access the co-ordinates measured by the NAV200. The vehicle computer can then use its own algorithms to analyse the data from this direct access (see also Kapitel 3.6.4, Seite 36 and the NAV200 telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition), Section 3.7 X/Y co-ordinates in the "reflector co-ordinate" mode, Section 3.8 Polar co-ordinates in the "reflector co-ordinate" mode and Section 4.6 "Reflector co-ordinate" mode). "Reflector co-ordinates" mode is not required for positioning operation.

6.5.7 Recording diagnosis data in the memory

In the operating mode „Recording diagnosis data in the memory” the selected type of reflector coordinates is stored in the post-trigger memory of the NAV200.

See the NAV200 telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition), Section 4.1 Command overview and Section 5.4 Offline diagnosis data output (post-trigger store).
6.6 Performing and testing the configuration

The object of the configuration is to pass the co-ordinates of all reflectors on the course to the NAV200. Basically, there are two possible ways of doing this:

- Measuring, entering and transferring the exact reflector co-ordinates (accurate method)
- Measuring and reading the reflector co-ordinates using the NAV200 Mapping (less accurate but quicker method)

The following instructions assume that NAV200 Setup has been started on the PC and that communication is available to the NAV200 (online state).

6.6.1 Measuring, entering and transferring the exact reflector co-ordinates manually and testing positioning operation

This method should be selected to achieve the highest possible positioning accuracy in actual operation. But this does require as accurate as possible measurement of the reflector positions by surveying. Any inaccuracy in the measurement will become noticeable later on through variations in the positioning accuracy of the AGV.

When the reflector data is available, there are two possible ways — described below — of transferring it to the NAV200 Setup:

- Creating a "Reflector data" text file, editing it and opening it in NAV200 Setup
- Entering reflector co-ordinates directly in NAV200 Setup

a) Creating a "Reflector data" text file, editing it and opening it in NAV200 Setup

1. Create a blank text file with an ASCII text editor and save the file in a directory on the data medium under a suitable name, with the extension ".ref".

2. Enter the layer and reflector data in the text file in accordance with the requirements for structure and content given in Chapter 6.4.9 Project files and reflector data, Page 58, especially Fig. 6-10, Page 59.

3. Save and close the file.

4. Load the file in NAV200 Setup with the PROJECTS > LOAD REFLECTOR DATA menu command. Select the required reflector file in the dialog box and click on OPEN.

![Fig. 6-13: Dialog box for loading data "Reflector data" text file in NAV200 Setup](image)
The "Reflector data" text file is now loaded in NAV200 Setup and ready for transfer to the NAV200.

5. If necessary, enter any additional project data for the new project (see Fig. 6-9, Page 58) and save the project file under a suitable name with the extension ".nav".

b) Entering reflector co-ordinates directly in NAV200 Setup

1. Open NAV200 Setup
2. Choose the CREATE NEW PROJECT menu command
3. Select the EDIT check box above the table with the reflector co-ordinates. Edit mode is now active, editing of reflector data is now permissible.

4. Using the mouse, click the required layer in the layer table.
5. Select and enter or change the required co-ordinates each time by double-clicking in the cells of the table with the reflector co-ordinates.
6. Individual reflectors are deleted by right-clicking the reflector field.
7. Using this method, manually enter the reflector positions separately for each layer in the list of reflector co-ordinates.
8. When the entries are complete, if necessary, enter any additional project data for the new project (see Fig. 6-9, Page 58) and save the project file under a suitable name with the extension ".nav". The reflector data is now loaded in NAV200 Setup and ready for transfer to the NAV200.

Transferring reflector data to the NAV200 and saving data

Reflector data held in NAV200 Setup can be transferred to the NAV200:

1. If NAV200 Setup is not on line, choose the COMMUNICATION > OPEN SERIAL INTERFACE TO NAV menu command. NAV200 Setup establishes communication with the NAV200.
2. Choose the COMMUNICATION > LOAD ALL DATA TO NAV menu command. Transfer the reflector data sets from the PC to the NAV200 to store them there permanently. They are now available for the position measurement (positioning operation).
3. Choose the PROJECTS > SAVE PROJECT menu command. Finally, save the project with all layers and reflector data on a data medium

Important The COMMUNICATION > LOAD ALL DATA FROM NAV menu command can be used to transfer the layer data held on file in the NAV200 to the PC, to check the current configuration of the NAV200, for example.
Testing position measurement (positioning operation) with read-in reflectors

1. Choose the NAV > START / STOP POSITIONING MODE menu command.

This command activates the position measurement. As a result, it is now possible to
test the positioning operation on the basis of the previously transferred reflector co-o-
rinates. A precondition for this is that the PC is on online and linked to the NAV200.
Positioning operation requires data entry as shown in Fig. 6-15:

![Fig. 6-15: Dialog box: data entry for positioning operation](image)

2. Make the following entries:
   - **LAYER**: The number of the layer to be used
   - **SMOOTHING**: Specifies how many of the readings should be used for a smooth calcula-
tion of mean value.
   - **MINIMUM RADIUS and MAXIMUM RADIUS**: Specifying the two radii determines the restric-
ted radius of action for the NAV200. During position measurement, the NAV200 only
considers reflectors that fall within the specified effective range. The measurement
result can be improved by restricting the radius of action, see Chapter 3.4 Measure-
ment accuracy, Page 27. Radius of action values are expressed in mm units. The
lowest valid value in the MINIMUM RADIUS field is 50, the highest valid value in the
MAXIMUM RADIUS field is 30000.
   - **N CLOSEST**: From all the detected reflectors, the NAV200 only considers the number
   N of reflectors for position measurement that are the shortest distance away from
the NAV200. Entry of the value "0" means that all reflectors are included in the mea-
surement. The N CLOSEST function can improve the measurement result under cer-
tain conditions, see Chapter 3.4 Measurement accuracy, Page 27.
   - **REFLECTOR**: With position measurement, the NAV200 can transfer the results of the reflector
measurements to the PC. NAV200 Setup shows the results of these measurements
in the graphical display. The entry in the REFLECTOR field specifies the type of display:
   - **NO REFLECTOR MEASUREMENT**: no transfer of reflector measurements,
   - **USED REFLECTORS MEASURED**: only the reflectors used (stored) and re-detected for
position measurement in the NAV200 are displayed (if required, the number of
reflectors used must be reduced by means of the restricted radius of action
function or the N CLOSEST function),


3. Confirm with OK.

Positioning operation starts and NAV200 Setup displays the position of the NAV200 in the selected layer:

This is an online display, i.e. the table values of the reflector co-ordinates in the left-hand area, the graphical display in the centre, and the information in the right-hand area are continuously updated. The blue circular symbol with the radial line in the graphics window marks the position and orientation of the NAV200. The radial line here points in the direction of the X-axis of the local coordinate system of the NAV200. The black circles mark the reflector positions saved in the NAV200. The small green circles display the measurement results from the type of reflector measurement and transfer that can be chosen as an option.

4. Choose the NAV > START / STOP POSITIONING OPERATION menu command.

The NAV200 closes positioning operation and changes to "Standby" mode.
6.6.2 Measuring and reading the reflector co-ordinates automatically using the NAV200’s Mapping

The teach-in of a new reflector environment using Mapping (see Chapter 6.5.2 Mapping, Page 62) is quicker than measurement by a land surveyor, but not as exact.

1. Position the NAV200 — mounted on an AGV — at a suitable initial position. As many reflectors as possible, but with a minimum of three, must be visible at this position. Measure the initial position of the NAV200 accurately, determine the co-ordinates of the centre of the scanner head relative to the absolute co-ordinate system. The reference point (co-ordinates origin) on the NAV200 lies on the central axis of the scanner head.

2. Choose the PROJECTS > CREATE NEW PROJECT menu command. NAV200 Setup generates a new project file. If a project is already open, NAV200 Setup asks whether the changes to the previous project should be saved.

3. Use the PROJECTS > PROJECT SETTINGS menu command to open the PROJECT SETTINGS dialog box and enter settings and information for the project (see Fig. 6-9, Page 58).

4. Choose the NAV > CREATE ENVIRONMENT MAPPING menu command. The dialog box opens for entry of the Mapping parameters:

   Fig. 6-17: Dialog box for the Mapping parameters after data entry

Make the following entries:

- Number of the layer that the reflectors to be measured are assigned to.
- X and Y co-ordinates of the initial position of the NAV200 in the absolute co-ordinate system of the actual environment. These co-ordinates must be specified exactly.
- The orientation of the NAV200 in the absolute co-ordinate system, see Fig. 3-7, Page 25. The value 0° here means that the X-axis of the NAV200 is aligned parallel to the X-axis of the absolute co-ordinate system. The LEDs of the NAV200 are then pointing in the negative X-direction. A positive angle means counter-clockwise rotation of the NAV200 viewed from above. The highest positive angle to be entered is 180°. Conversely, a negative angle means clockwise rotation of the NAV200. The highest negative angle to be entered is –180°.
- The reflector radius of the reflectors for this layer. As only uniform reflectors must be used within a layer, this value applies to all reflectors of the layer.
– for flat reflectors, enter the value "0" here
– for cylindrical reflectors, enter the radius of the cylinder
– Use the REFL. TO MAP option to specify whether all, or just newly detected reflectors should be measured and transferred.

5. Confirm the dialog box with OK.
The NAV200 starts Mapping and shows the progress of the Mapping in a NAV200 Setup information box.

![Status Info](image)

Fig. 6-18: Information box during Mapping

6. After successful completion of the Mapping, a dialog box opens that allows the Mapping results to be used in various ways:

![Use of new mapping data](image)

Fig. 6-19: NAV200 Setup feedback and processing of Mapping results

The following options are available:

- **ADD TO LAYER** option and selection of a required layer:
  the NAV200 adds the co-ordinates of the detected reflectors to the selected layer as new reflectors.
- **REPLACE LAYER** option:
  replaces the old reflector co-ordinates in the mapped layer completely with the new reflector co-ordinates.
– SEND DATA IMMEDIATELY TO NAV:

NAV200 Setup simultaneously transfers all the data of the affected layer to the NAV200 (immediate download). This is particularly useful if the NAV200 has to teach-in additional reflectors using Mapping.

7. Confirm the dialog box with OK.

NAV200 Setup updates the reflector data sets according to the set options and changes to “Standby” mode.

NAV200 Setup displays the mapping results for the selected layer in the graphics window.

The table of reflector co-ordinates in the left-hand area displays the co-ordinates of the detected reflectors. In the central area, the graphics window shows the reflectors as small circles. In addition, the reflector selected (mouse-click) in the table on the left is circled in red.

➢ Use the graphic display adjustment buttons (top right) to zoom in and out or to centre the view, to make all reflectors visible at the highest possible resolution.
Measuring additional reflectors using Mapping

8. To measure additional reflectors using Mapping, the NAV200 must know the co-ordinates of the most recently mapped reflectors. There are two ways of doing this:
   - If the SEND DATA IMMEDIATELY TO NAV check box (immediate download) was selected when the last Mapping result was used. As a result, the positional data of the mapped reflectors is already available in the NAV200.
   - Choose the COMMUNICATION > LOAD ALL DATA TO NAV menu command. NAV200 Setup transfers the reflector data sets from the PC to the NAV200. They are then available for further Mapping sweeps.

9. Move the NAV200 to a new position in the same layer. The NAV200 must be able to see at least 3 already mapped reflectors from its new position.

10. Choose the START / STOP POSITIONING OPERATION menu command to test the position measurement using the mapped reflectors.

11. The NAV200 starts the position measurement and determines its own position. Further information on data entry, options and displays for the "Positioning operation" mode is provided in "Testing position measurement (positioning operation) with read-in reflectors" in Kapitel 6.6.1, Seite 64.

12. After a few seconds measuring time, deactivate "Positioning operation" mode again with the START / STOP POSITIONING MODE menu command. The NAV200 goes into "Stand-by" mode.

13. Select the NAV > CREATE ENVIRONMENT MAPPING menu command once again. The previously measured own position is automatically adopted in the data entry for the Mapping. Carry out Mapping as previously described in steps 4 to 7 to acquire all the reflectors of a layer to be used.

14. Position the NAV200 in the next layer. From its new position the NAV200 must be able to see at least 3 previously mapped reflectors of the last layer. After Mapping, delete these reflectors again in the new layer to be saved.

15. Repeat steps 4 to 7 as many times as necessary, until all reflectors on the course have been measured - on a layer-related basis - successively in this way using Mapping.

16. Test the newly taught-in reflector environment as described in "Testing position measurement (positioning operation) with read-in reflectors" in Kapitel 6.6.1, Seite 64.
6.7 Logging the data communication (log file)

When the CREATE COMMUNICATION LOG FILE option is activated in the GENERAL SETTINGS window (menu command OPTIONS > SETTINGS), the NAV200 Setup creates log files. NAV200 Setup saves these log files in the C:\Programme\NAV200Setup\LOGFILES folder as standard. The file names automatically generated include, amongst other details, the date the file was created.

6.8 Updating the firmware

When the OPTIONS > FLASH BOOT FILE menu command is chosen, NAV200 Setup transfers new firmware to the NAV200. The NAV200 Setup must be in the online state for this. After choosing this menu command, the user selects the file to be transferred. A check takes place before the file is transferred, to protect the NAV200 from being overwritten with an incorrect file.

6.9 Switching the NAV200 off

1. Terminate data communication to the NAV200 with the COMMUNICATION > CLOSE SERIAL INTERFACE TO NAV menu command. NAV200 Setup changes to the offline state.
2. If necessary, save the current project and close it.
3. Close NAV200 Setup with the PROJECTS > CLOSE APPLICATION menu command.
4. Switch off the power supply for NAV200.

The NAV200 retains the permanently stored configuration in its memory. Current measurement data on the RS 232 data interface is lost if the NAV200 is switched off during data transfer, or NAV200 Setup configuration software is closed during data transfer.
7 Diagnosis functions

7.1 Introduction

For each position request, the "positioning" mode (position measurement) delivers the position data of the NAV200 in an absolute co-ordinate system.

The system output of a moving AGV with a NAV200 is influenced by three main factors:

- Reflector influences:
  - Positioning of the reflectors and visibility conditions in the environment
  - Measurement precision and also subsequent shifting
  - Balanced distribution of reflectors along the guide path
- Performance and properties of the NAV200
  - Precision and possible ageing
  - Possible defects
- System dynamics and features of the AGV
  - Speed, particularly for turning movements
  - Precision and time needed for information on movement (speed, angular velocity) made available to the NAV200 by the AGV

In order to check these factors and their influence on system performance and to be able to analyse malfunctions easily, the NAV200 and the NAV200 Setup configuration software provide diagnosis functions.
7.1.1 Checking the layout

The following diagnosis functions are provided in case the NAV200 is unable to successfully perform position measurement during the initial position measurement (Fullmap) which is caused by an inappropriate reflector layout.

1. Layout check for minimum distance

It is checked for each layout whether the recommended distance between the reflectors is observed. The distance should be at least 500 mm (19.69 in) (see Kapitel 3.3.6, Seite 26). The critical reflector positions and the calculated distances are displayed in the software.

Fig. 7-1: Checking the layout for minimum distance
2. Layout check for minimum difference

For simple layout detection, the distances between the reflectors should differ by more than 100 mm (3.94 in). This diagnosis function is used to check the distances and to determine if they are smaller than the recommended values. All distances are indicated that are very similar. In addition, the deviations are listed.

\[ |b - a| \geq 100 \text{ mm (3.9 in)} \]
3. Check for similarities of the distance matrices

In Fullmap mode, the NAV200 generates distance matrices that are each made up of the distances between three reflectors. If two fitting matrices were found within the entire layer, the NAV200 confirms that the specified layer is correct. This diagnosis function checks for similarities in the layout. The matrices should be different by at least 100 mm (3.94 in) in one route. This will simplify layout identification by the NAV200.

Fig. 7-3: Check for similarities of the distance matrices
Additional diagnosis data

In order to facilitate commissioning a plant or any troubleshooting, e.g. on the route, the NAV200 can deliver diagnosis data in addition to the position data. This diagnosis data constitutes measuring data and interim calculations based on the position measurement.

There are two methods of accessing the NAV200 diagnosis data:

- **Online** in the positioning mode, in each case as a set of additional diagnosis data in an extended response of the NAV200 for each position request. The commands specified in the NAV200 telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition), Section 4.4 “Positioning” mode (determining position”), are extended in order to request diagnosis data.

- **Offline** in the positioning mode once a number of data sets have been recorded in the post-trigger memory. Once recording has commenced, the NAV200 does not release diagnosis data for each position request; it files them instead as a set of data in the memory. The data sets can be requested at a later time.

### 7.1.2 Purpose of an online diagnosis data output

The online output of diagnosis data is an extension of the position response of the NAV200 with additional information. This information enables the NAV200’s response to be precisely and consistently analysed. Various parameters are important in accordance with the main focus of an analysis.

The amount of additional data which may be added to the position response is limited. This means that it is essential to select required data by means of setting a parameter prior to initialising the positioning mode with an extended data output Failure to do so would result in excessively long NAV200 response times.

**Important** For the purpose of retrieving additional diagnosis data it must be ensured that the data transfer rate of the NAV200 is sufficient. If may be advisable to select a higher transfer rate (see the NAV200 telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition, Section 4.4.2 “Command SB: Select the transfer rate of the data interface closest”.))
### 7.1.3 Online diagnosis in the NAV200 setup program

During positioning mode, a log file can be generated that records the detected position data (x, y and alpha).

The time of each detection can also be recorded.

![Diagram](image)

If this checkbox is activated, a log file will be created. The contents of the log file are determined using the pulldown menu.

The following functions are provided:
- No reflector measurement
- Measurement of all visible reflectors
- Measurement of all used reflectors
- Expected reflectors

**Fig. 7-4:** Online diagnosis in the NAV200 setup program
7.1.4 Purpose of an offline diagnosis data output (post-trigger memory)

After a request in the positioning mode, the NAV200 records sets of diagnosis data and stores these in its internal post-trigger memory.

The max. recording time for a sequence of data sets is 10 s (approx. 80 sets of data). The data buffer used is in the form of a circular buffer. After startup, the NAV200 continuously stores one set of data after another for each position request. After 10 seconds it begins to overwrite the existing sets of data again, beginning with the oldest set of data.

This method has the advantage that after a request, the output of diagnosis data sets will be far greater than the online output in the positioning mode. The internal organisation of the NAV200 has no influence on the cycle time in the positioning mode during the recording process.

The vehicle computer can use commands to start and stop the recording of diagnosis data and also to read data for the purpose of further analysis via the data interface.

7.1.5 Offline diagnosis in the NAV200 setup program

Activate the menu item “Extended Diagnostics” to start recording in a circular memory of the NAV200.

The following items can be recorded:
- All visible reflectors
- Used reflectors
- Expected reflectors in Quickmap
Recording and relaying diagnosis data using the data recoder of NAV200 Setup:

1. A red recording button appears in the title bar of the program window of NAV200 Setup. This button can be activated at the start of a route section to be analysed.

2. At the end of the section to be analysed, recording can be stopped by activating the blue button. The data can then be transmitted from the circular memory of the NAV200 to a log file on the PC.

3. For data reproduction, a data recorder can be called up via "analysis and reproduce log file". Data from the circular memory of the NAV200 can be called up using the "Diag" button if recording was controlled via the AGV computer.

4. The recorded log file can be reproduced by activating the yellow folder symbol. Use the black symbol to close the data recorder. The main window is displayed again.

Fig. 7-6: Steps for recording and relaying the data in the data recoder of NAV200 Setup
If online diagnostics and offline diagnostics are combined appropriately, different situations on the route — such as an interruption if there are fewer than the minimum number of 3 reflectors, or if the quality decreases — can be analysed and optimized.

In the online diagnosis, e.g., all measured visible reflectors can be recorded and in the offline diagnosis, all expected reflectors can be recorded. Afterwards, the contents of the two log files can be compared.

The NAV200 telegram listing (part no. 8009595, English edition), Section 5.2 Overview: Data formats of the diagnosis data per set contains an overview of the diagnosis data formats.
Diagnosis functions

Notes:
8 Troubleshooting

8.1 Overview of possible errors and malfunctions

8.1.1 Mounting errors
- Rotating optical axis of the NAV200 is not aligned parallel with the travelled plane.

8.1.2 Electrical installation errors
- Faulty link between PC and NAV200
- Faulty link between vehicle computer and NAV200
- Wrong conductor cross-section selected for the supply

8.1.3 Parameter setting error
- Parameter values not adjusted to local conditions
- Device-related limits (range) not taken into account

8.1.4 Operational malfunctions
- Device errors (hardware/software)

8.2 Monitoring errors and fault signs

The NAV200 signals device errors and functional errors on the basis of software telegrams that it sends to the vehicle computer via the RS 232 data interface. They can be interpreted by the supervisory control software there.

The structure of the error telegrams and the possible types of error are described in the “NAV200 Telegram Listing” (part no. 8009595, English edition).

In addition, in an error state, the NAV200 switches the red and green LEDs off, the yellow LEDs can be off or on (see Table 3-4, Page 37).

8.3 Replacing a NAV200

The procedure for replacing a NAV200 depends on whether the latest current configuration settings are stored in NAV200 Setup on the PC or not. The following three variants are conceivable:

- The configuration data is backed up on the PC
  - Replace and configure NAV200 as described in Section 8.3.1 below.
- The configuration data is not backed up on the PC, but the latest current configuration can still be transferred from the NAV200 to NAV200 Setup on the PC using "Upload" mode.
  - After transferring the data from the NAV200 to the PC, replace and configure the NAV200 as described in Section 8.3.1 below. Make sure that the configuration data is not incorrect.
- The configuration data is not backed up on the PC and can no longer be transferred from the NAV200 to the PC.
  - Install the replacement device as described in Section 8.3.1 below and set the parameters of the NAV200 again as described in Chapter 6.6 Performing and testing the configuration, Page 64.
8.3.1 Replacing a NAV200 with backed-up configuration data

Mounting the replacement device
1. Switch off the power supply of the NAV200.
2. Unscrew the two cables at the NAV200.
3. Unscrew the fixing screws at the NAV200 and remove the device.
4. Install the replacement device in the reverse sequence and screw the two cables back on to the chassis-mount plugs.
5. Switch on the power supply of the NAV200 again.

Configuring the replacement device
1. Disconnect the NAV200 RS 232 data cable from the vehicle computer and connect it to the PC instead. This step is omitted if the vehicle computer is being used as a PC for the configuration at the same time.
2. Start NAV200 Setup configuration software on the PC and open the required configuration (project).
3. Establish communication with the NAV200
4. Transfer the current configuration to the NAV200 (“Download” mode).
5. Close the NAV200 Setup configuration software
6. If necessary, disconnect the NAV200 RS 232 data cable from the PC and connect it to the vehicle computer again.

The replacement device is now ready for operation. Position measurement (“Positioning operation” mode) can be resumed.

8.4 SICK support

If a fault cannot be cleared with the measures described earlier, the NAV200 itself may be faulty. The system has no components that the user can repair himself to restore their functionality after a failure. However, the NAV200 can be rapidly replaced by the user. See Chapter 8.3 Replacing a NAV200, Page 83.

- If an error occurs which cannot be eliminated, please contact your local SICK office or subsidiary:
  - International: Competent SICK branch office or SICK subsidiary
    - The telephone numbers and email addresses are listed on the back page of these operating instructions.
    - For the postal addresses please visit www.sick.com.
  - Please consult SICK Service before returning the device.

NOTICE

Repairs on the NAV200 must only be carried out by trained and authorized SICK AG service personnel.
9  Maintenance

9.1  Maintenance during operation

The NAV200 functions maintenance free.

Important

No maintenance is required to ensure that the Class 1 laser classification is maintained.

Do not open the housing of the NAV200. Opening the device will invalidate the manufacturer's warranty.

9.2  Cleaning the NAV200

To maintain optimum measuring performance, the front window in the scanner head of the NAV200 must be kept clean. We recommend that the scanner head is checked for dirt on a regular basis (e.g. weekly), particularly in a harsh operating environment (dust, abrasives, humidity); more frequent checks may be appropriate, depending on the environment.

9.2.1  Cleaning the front window of the NAV200

CAUTION

LED radiation!

The NAV200 uses a Class 1 laser.

The entire window area is used as the laser outlet aperture.

The invisible infra-red radiation emitted is safe to eyes.

Caution — use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than those specified herein may result in hazardous radiation exposure for the user.

➢ Do not open the housing (opening does not stop the laser switching on)
➢ Use for other than the intended purpose can lead to the laser class being exceeded.
➢ Observe the latest version of the laser protection regulations.

NOTICE

Damage to the NAV200!

The NAV200 provides IP 65 protection and is only protected against the ingress of liquids in that respect.

➢ Do not immerse the device in liquids.
➢ If necessary, clean the housing with a moist, soft cloth (lint-free)
➢ Do not use aggressive chemicals!

NOTICE

Damage to the front window!

The front window is made of glass. Scratches and smears on the front pane can adversely affect the measuring performance.

➢ Always moisten the front window when cleaning it.
➢ Use a mild cleaner that does not contain abrasive powder.

Never use strong cleaners or solvents such as acetone etc.
➢ Avoid scratching and scouring movements on the front window!
1. Switch the NAV200 off for cleaning, as otherwise the scanner head rotates.
2. Clean the front window at regular intervals using a damp cloth (lint-free) and a proprietary window cleaner, or with a special soft brush for lenses (camera/optical accessory).
3. Also clean the LED cover if necessary.

Fig. 9-1: Cleaning the front window and the LED cover on the NAV200

**Important** If the front window is scratched or damaged (crack, break) the glass must be replaced. Contact SICK Service for this.
## Technical data

### 10.1 NAV200 data sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>NAV200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Range</strong></td>
<td>Reflector distance 1.2 m to 28.5 m (3.94 ft to 93.5 ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aperture angle</strong></td>
<td>360°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motor speed/scanning frequency</strong></td>
<td>8 Hz ± 10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Laser diode (wavelength)</strong></td>
<td>Infrared light (λ = 855 nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Light emission</strong></td>
<td>Via rotating scanner head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Front window</strong></td>
<td>Glass, circular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean reflector distance</strong></td>
<td>3 m (9.84 ft) 5 m (16.4 ft) 10 m (32.8 ft) 20 m (65.6 ft) 28.5 m (93.5 ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Typical positioning accuracy (*)</strong></td>
<td>±4 mm (±0.155 in)  ±8 mm (±0.31 in)  ±12 mm (±0.47 in)  ±15 mm (±0.58 in)  ±25 mm (±0.97 in)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Angular accuracy</strong></td>
<td>±0.1°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beam divergence</strong></td>
<td>15 mrad (0.88°), approx. 16 mm (0.63 in) per metre of measuring distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Required reflector marks</strong></td>
<td>Strips: width &gt; 100 mm (3.9 in); height &gt; 500 mm (19.4 in) Cylindrical: diameter &gt; 80 mm (3.1 in); height &gt; 500 mm (19.4 in) (with all reflectors, the height depends on the AGV tilt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflector memory</strong></td>
<td>max. 160 layer per layer Bank (Bank 0 and Bank 1) each with 32 reflectors (at least 3 reflectors per layer).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visual indicators</strong></td>
<td>4 x LEDs (green, red, yellow 1, yellow 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data interface</strong></td>
<td>RS 232 serial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electrical connections</strong></td>
<td>1 x chassis-mount plug, 8-pin for 24 V DC power supply 1 x chassis-mount plug, 14-pin for RS 232 serial data interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating voltage</strong></td>
<td>24 V DC ± 25 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current consumption</strong></td>
<td>1 A at 24 V DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power consumption</strong></td>
<td>Typical 12 W, max. 24 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fuse</strong></td>
<td>3.15 A, slow-blow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Housing</strong></td>
<td>Die-cast aluminium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Protection class</strong></td>
<td>Class 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enclosure rating</strong></td>
<td>IP 65 accord. to EN 60529 (2000-09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EMC tests</strong></td>
<td>Accord. EN 61000-6-2 (2001-10), accord. to EN 61000-6-4 (2001-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight</strong></td>
<td>Approx. 3.3 kg (7.2 lb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimensions W x H x D</strong></td>
<td>176 mm x 178 mm x 115 mm (6.83 in x 6.91 in x 4.47 in), see also Fig. 10-1, Page 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mounting provision</strong></td>
<td>4 x M4 tapped holes, 10 mm (0.39 in) deep, in baseplate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ambient operating/storage temperature</strong></td>
<td>0 °C to 50 °C (+32 °F to +122 °F) / -20 °C to +70 °C (-4 °F to +158 °F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max. relative humidity</strong></td>
<td>5 % to 90 %, non-condensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colour</strong></td>
<td>Light blue (RAL 5012)/black</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*) Positioning accuracy after minimum 30 minute run up, 6 reflectors, smoothing depth 4, requirements for the reflector arrangement in accordance with Section 3.3 Operating conditions taken into account.

Table 10-1: NAV200 technical specifications
10.2 NAV200 dimensional drawing

Fig. 10-1: Dimensional drawing of the NAV200

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mm</th>
<th>inch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>4.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137.5</td>
<td>5.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>6.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>6.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>7.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All dimensions in mm
10.3 EC Declarations of Conformity

Fig. 10-2 shows a reduced-size reproduction of the EC Declaration of Conformity (Page 1).

- The complete EC Declaration of Conformity and the list of device versions and the standards met can be downloaded from the respective product page on the SICK Website www.sick.com.

---

**SICK**

**EC Declaration of conformity**

| en | Ident-No. : 9092977 |

The undersigned, representing the following manufacturer

**SICK IBEO GmbH**

Fahrenkrön 125

22179 Hamburg

Deutschland

herewith declares that the product

**NAV200-....**

is in conformity with the provisions of the following EC directive(s) (including all applicable amendments), and that the standards and/or technical specifications referenced overleaf have been applied.

Hamburg. 26.07.2004

Joachim Leins
(Geschäftsführer SICK IBEO GmbH)

i.V. Markus Adolph
(Quailtätsmanager SICK IBEO GmbH)

---

Fig. 10-2: Reproduction of the EC Declaration of Conformity for NAV200 (Page 1, reduced)
Notes:
Appendix

11 Appendix

11.1 Available accessories

11.1.1 Mounting accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2026277</td>
<td>Screw kit(^*), consisting of 4 x hexagon socket (Allen) screws M4 x 10 mm (0.39 in) - A2, 4 x washers 4.3 - A2, 4 x spring lock washers B4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^*\) included in scope of delivery of NAV200

Table 11-1: Available mounting: screw kit

11.1.2 Accessories for reflectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5304334</td>
<td>Diamond Grade 983-10 reflective film (REF-DG), sheet 914 mm x 749 mm (35.5 in x 29.1 in)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11-2: Available accessories: film for reflectors

11.1.3 Cables and connectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Connection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6024723</td>
<td>RS 232 data cable, (\varnothing) 5 mm (0.19 in), shielded, with 14-pin cable socket and 9-pin D-Sub socket</td>
<td>5 m (16.4 ft)</td>
<td>NAV200 to vehicle computer/PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030334</td>
<td>As part no. 6024723, but longer</td>
<td>6.5 m (21.3 ft)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2043664</td>
<td>As part no. 6024723, but longer</td>
<td>10.0 m (32.8 ft)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6024722</td>
<td>8-pin cable socket for power supply</td>
<td></td>
<td>Power supply to NAV200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11-3: Available accessories: cables and connectors

11.2 Supplementary documentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8009594</td>
<td>Telegram listing Laser-Positioniersystem NAV200</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>Description of the command strings for the functions of the NAV200, together with an overview of possible error messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8009595</td>
<td>Telegram Listing NAV200 Laser Positioning System</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Description of the command strings for the functions of the NAV200, together with an overview of possible error messages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11-4: Supplementary documentation for the NAV200
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